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Consider a study addressing the consequences of adding white noise to the comprehension of words presented auditorily over headphones to a group of subjects, using auditory lexical decision latencies as a measure of speed of lexical access. In such a study, the
presence or absence of white noise would be the treatment factor, with two levels (noise
versus no noise). In addition, we would need identifiers for the individual words (items),
and identifiers for the individual participants (or subjects) in the experiment. The item
and subject factors, however, differ from the treatment factor in that we would normally
only regard the treatment factor as REPEATABLE.
A factor is repeatable, if the set of possible levels for that factor is fixed, and if, moreover, each of these levels can be repeated. In our example, the treatment factor is repeatable, because we can take any new acoustic signal and either add or not add a fixed
amount of white noise. We would not normally regard the identifiers of items or subjects
as repeatable. Items and subjects are sampled randomly from populations of words and
participants, and replicating the experiment would involve selecting other words and
other participants. For these new units, we would need new identifiers. In other words,
we would be introducing new levels of these subject and item factors in the experiment
that had not been seen previously.
To see the far-reaching consequences of this, imagine that we have eight subjects and
eight items, and that we create two factors, each with eight levels, using contrast coding.
One of the subjects and one of the items will be mapped onto the intercept, the other
subjects and items will receive coefficients specifying how they differ from the intercept.
How useful is this model for predicting response latencies for new subjects and items? A
moment’s thought will reveal that it is completely useless. New subjects and new items
have new identifiers that do not match the identifiers that were used in building the contrasts and the model using these contrasts. We can still assign new data points to the
levels of the treatment factor, noise versus no noise, because these levels are repeatable.
But subjects and items are not repeatable, hence we cannot use our model to make predictions for new subjects and new items. In short, the model does not generalize to the
populations of subjects and items. It is tailored to the specific subjects and items in the
experiment only.

7.1 Modeling data with fixed and random effects
The package for building mixed effect models is named LME 4. This package automatically loads two other libraries, lattice and Matrix. The key function in this package is
lmer(). Bates [2005] provides a brief introduction with examples of its use, and Faraway
[2006] provides more extensive examples for a variety of experimental designs. The lme4
package is still under development. Results with newer versions may differ slightly from
the examples in this chapter, which are based on lme4 version 0.9975-7 running under R
version 2.4.0.
We illustrate how to use the lmer() function by returning to the lexdec data set
that we already considered in Chapter 1. Recall that this data set provides visual lexical
decision latencies elicited from 21 subjects for a set of 79 words: 44 nouns for animals,
and 35 nouns for plants (fruits and vegetables). An experimental design in which we
have multiple subjects responding to multiple items is referred to as a repeated measures
design. For each word (item), we have 21 repeated measures (one measure from each
subject). At the same time, we have 79 repeated measures for each subject (one for each
item). Subject and item are random-effect factors, fixed effect factors that are of interest
include whether the subject was a native speaker of English, whether the word referred
to an animal or a plant, as well as lexical covariates such as frequency and length.
The reaction times in lexdec are already logarithmically transformed. Nevertheless,
it makes sense to inspect the distribution of the reaction times before beginning with fitting a model to the data. We do so with quantile-quantile plots for each subject separately,
using the qqmath() function from the lattice package. Similar plots should be made
for the items.
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Chapter 7

The statistical literature therefore makes a crucial distinction between factors with
repeatable levels, for which we use FIXED - EFFECT terms, and factors with levels randomly sampled from a much larger population, for which we use RANDOM - EFFECT terms.
M IXED - EFFECT MODELS, or more simply, MIXED MODELS, are models which incorporate
both fixed and random effects.
While fixed effects factors are modeled by means of contrasts, random effects are modeled as random variables with a mean of zero and unknown variance. For instance, the
participants in a reaction time experiment will differ with respect to how quickly they respond. Some tend to be slow, others tend to be fast. Across the population of participants,
the average adjustment required to account for differences in speed will be zero. The adjustments required for individual subjects will in general not be zero, instead, they will
vary around zero with some unknown standard deviation. In mixed models, the standard deviations associated with random effects are parameters that are estimated, just as
the coefficients for the fixed effects are parameters that are estimated.

> qqmath(˜RT|Subject, data = lexdec)

The result is shown in Figure 7.1. For data sets with more subjects than can be plotted on
a single page, we use the layout parameter. Its first argument specifies the number of
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individual outliers will be removed by setting a threshold at log RT = 7, which amounts
to roughly 1100 milliseconds. The reader may verify with
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Figure 7.1: Quantile-quantile plots for the log-transformed reaction times in visual lexical
decision grouped by subject.
columns, the second argument the number of rows, and the third argument the number
of pages. To inspect the graphs page by page, we instruct R to ask us to hit the <return>
key to see the next plot, at the same time saving the old prompting value. We then run the
plot function itself, and finally reset the prompting option to its old value once we have
paged through the lattice graphs.
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> old.prompt = grid::grid.prompt(TRUE)
> qqmath(˜RT|Word, data = lexdec, layout = c(5,5,4))
> grid::grid.prompt(old.prompt)

As can be seen in Figure 7.1, subjects such as C and W1 have reaction times that follow a
normal distribution, whereas subjects such as S and M2 have thick right tails. We also see
that there are subjects such as R1 or M1 with clear outliers, but also subjects such as C or
Z with no outliers at all.
The question that arises at this point is whether to clean the data before fitting the
model. In answer to this question, we note first of all that datapoints that are suspect for
experimental reasons should be removed. For instance, reaction times of less than 200
milliseconds in visual lexical decision are probably erroneous button presses, as visual
uptake and response execution normally require 200 milliseconds if not more. Similarly,
very long reaction times and error responses can be removed from the data set. It is
less straightforward what to do with outlier responses. In the present data set, many
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that all potentially troublesome outliers (0.025% of the data) have been eliminated. Since
these outliers might obscure the initial model fitting stages, I tend to take them out, especially as they almost always will be eliminated anyway at the stage of model criticism.
> lexdec2 = lexdec[lexdec$RT < 7, ]
> nrow(lexdec) - nrow(lexdec2)
[1] 45
> (nrow(lexdec) - nrow(lexdec2)) / nrow(lexdec)
[1] 0.02471368
> lexdec3 = lexdec2[lexdec2$Correct == "correct", ]
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Alternatively, individual outliers can be identified for each subject and item separately
in the quantile-quantile plots and then removed manually from the data frame (which
would then need to be sorted first by subject (or item), and then by RT). A procedure
that is certain to lead to unnecessary data loss is to blindly remove data points with extreme values (more than two or three standard deviations away from an item’s or subject’s group mean) a priori, as subjects and items with perfectly regular distributions will
undergo completely unnecessary data trimming.
We begin our analysis with examining a control variable for possible longitudinal effects of familiarization or fatigue during the experiment, using the position (or rank) of a
trial in the experimental list.
> xylowess.fnc(RT ˜ Trial | Subject, data = lexdec3, ylab = "log RT")

Figure 7.2 shows a clear effect of familiarization for, for instance, subject T2, and a clear
effect of fatigue for subject D. Is there a main effect of Trial? Let’s fit a mixed-effects
model with Trial as covariate and Subject and Word as random effects as a first step
towards answering this question.
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> qqmath(˜RT|Subject, data = lexdec[lexdec$RT<7,])

> lexdec3.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ Trial + (1|Subject) + (1|Word), lexdec3)

The lmer() function call has the familiar components of a formula followed by the data
frame to be used. The first part of the formula is also familiar: Reaction times are modeled as depending on Trial. The remainder of the formula specifies the random-effect
terms for Subject and Word. The vertical line separates the grouping factor (to its right)
from the fixed effect terms for which random effects have to be included. In the present
example, there is only a 1, which represents the intercept. Recall that in linear models the
intercept provides a kind of baseline mean. Changing from one factor level to another,
or changing the value of a covariate, provides fine-tuning with respect to this baseline.
Lowering the intercept for a subject implies that all reaction times for that subject become
somewhat shorter. This is what we want to do for a subject who happens to be a quick
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Figure 7.2: RT as a function of trial for the subjects in a visual lexical decision experiment.
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responder. For slower subjects, we may need to increase the intercept, so that all their responses become longer. The random-effect term (1|Subject) specifies that the model
will make such by-subject adjustments for the average speed by means of small changes
to the intercept. Similarly, some words may be more difficult than other words, and elicit
longer response latencies. Just as for the subjects, we may have to adjust the intercept for
the individual words by means of a random-effect term (1|Word). Importantly, such bysubject or by-word adjustments are not parameters (coefficients) of the model. Only two
parameters are involved, one parameter specifying the variance of the random variable
for the subjects, and one parameter for the variance of the random variable for the words.
Given these two parameters, the individual by-word and by-subject adjustments simply
follow.
To make this more concrete, consider the summary of the model that we just obtained
by typing the name of the model object to the prompt:
> lexdec3.lmer
Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML
Formula: RT ˜ Trial + (1 | Subject) + (1 | Word)
Data: lexdec3
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Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 6.394e+00 3.217e-02 198.74
Trial
-1.835e-04 8.194e-05
-2.24

AF

W1

AIC
BIC logLik MLdeviance REMLdeviance
-1243 -1222 625.7
-1274
-1251
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance Std.Dev.
Word
(Intercept) 0.0046579 0.068249
Subject (Intercept) 0.0186282 0.136485
Residual
0.0225642 0.150214
number of obs: 1557, groups: Word, 79; Subject, 21

Correlation of Fixed Effects:
(Intr)
Trial -0.268

The summary begins with telling you what kind of object you are looking at: a linear
mixed effect model fit by a technique called RELATIVIZED MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD, also
known as RESTRICTED or RESIDUAL maximum likelihood. The next line reminds you of
how the object was created. After a list of summary statistics that describe the quality of
the fit of the model to the data, we come to the more interesting sections of the summary: a
table with the random effects in the model, followed by a table with the fixed effects. The
summary concludes with a table listing the correlations of the fixed effects. The numbers
listed here can be used to construct confidence elipses for pairs of fixed-effects parameters,
and should not be confused with the normal correlations obtained by applying cor() to
pairs of predictor vectors in the input data. For models with many predictors this table
may become very large. Since constructing confidence ellipses is beyond the scope of this
book, we will often suppress this table in our output as follows:
> print(lexdec3.lmer, corr=FALSE)

First consider the table with random effects. It provides information on three random
effects, listed under the heading Groups: Word, Subject, and Residual. Residual
stands for the residual error, the unexplained variance. This is a random variable with
mean zero and unknown variance, and is therefore a random effect just as the random effects of Subject and Word. The next column shows that the random effects of Subject
and Word are defined with respect to the intercept, in accordance with the specifications
(1|Subject) and (1|Word). The third and fourth columns shows the estimated variances and the corresponding standard deviations for these random effects. The means of
these three random variables are not listed, as they are always zero.
The summary of the random effects lists the parameters for the random effects: the
three variances, or, equivalently, the three corresponding standard deviations (their square
roots). The actual adjustments for specific subjects and specific words to the intercept can
be extracted from the model with the ranef() function, an abbreviation for RANdom
EFfects. The adjustments for words are
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> 2 * (1 - pt(abs(-2.24), 1557 - 2))
[1] 0.02523172

It should be kept in mind that the variance in the summary is a parameter of the model,
and that the BEST LINEAR UNBIASED PREDICTORS (or BLUPs in short) for the by-word
adjustments produced by ranef() are derived given this parameter. Hence the sample
variance of the BLUPs is not identical to the estimate in the summary table. The BLUPs for
the intercept are often referred to as RANDOM INTERCEPTS. In the present example, we
have both by-subject random intercepts and by-word random intercepts.
The part of the summary dealing with the fixed effects is already familiar from the
summaries for objects created by the lm() and ols() functions for models with fixed
effects only. The table lists the coefficients of the fixed effects, in this case the coefficient
for the intercept and for the slope of Trial, and their associated standard errors and
t-values. The slope of Trial is small in part because Trial ranges from 23 to 185 and
reaction time is on a log scale.
The fitted values can be extracted from the model object by means of fitted():

DR

> fitted(lexdec3.lmer)[1:4]
6.272059 6.318508 6.245524 6.254167

Let’s reconstruct how the model arrived at the fitted reaction time of 6.272 for subject A1
to item owl at trial 23 (the first word trial after an initial practise session familiarizing the
participants with the experiment). We begin with the coefficient for the intercept, 6.394,
and adjust this intercept for the specified subject and item, and then add the effect of
Trial:
> 6.394 + ranef(lexdec3.lmer)$Word["owl",] +
+ ranef(lexdec3.lmer)$Subject["A1",] -1.835e-04*23
[1] 6.272
# 6.394 - 0.01449 - 0.1031 - 1.8350e-04*23

The current version of the lme4 package does not provide p-values for t and F tests.
The reason is that it is at present unclear how to calculate the appropriate degrees of
freedom. An upper bound for the degrees of freedom for the t-tests can be obtained
by taking the number of observations (1557) and subtracting the number of fixed-effect
parameters (2). This allows us to estimate the p-value for Trial as usual:
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> var(ranef(lexdec3.lmer)$Word)
(Intercept)
(Intercept) 0.003732362
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and their variance is similar in magnitude to the variance listed for Word in the summary
table, 0.0046579.

As we shall see below, this upper bound works reasonably well for large data sets with
thousands of observations, but it is ANTICONSERVATIVE for small data sets: For small
data sets, the p-values may be too small. Since for large numbers of degrees of freedom
(> 100) the t distribution approximates the normal distribution, a simple way of assessing
significance at the 5% significance level is to check whether the absolute value of the tstatistic exceeds 2.
An alternative that works very well for both small and large samples is to make use of
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Each MCMC sample contains one number
for each of the parameters in our model. For lexdec3.lmer, we obtain 5 such numbers, three variances for the random effects and two coefficients for the fixed effects. With
many such samples, we obtain insight into what is called the POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTIONS
of the parameters. On the basis of these distributions we can estimate p-values and confidence intervals known as HIGHEST POSTERIOR DENSITY (HPD) intervals.. The functions
for Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling are mcmcsamp() and HPDinterval() in the
coda package. The function pvals.fnc() carries out MCMC sampling (with by default
10000 samples) and also reports the p-values based on the t-statistic.
> pvals.fnc(lexdec3.lmer)$fixed
Estimate
MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 6.3939620 6.3938802 6.3246413 6.45951910 0.0001
0.0000
Trial
-0.0001835 -0.0001845 -0.0003468 -0.00002344 0.0224
0.0253

In the light of Figure 7.2, it remains somewhat surprising that the effect of Trial does
seem to reach significance, even if only at the 5% level. What we see in Figure 7.2 is
that some subjects show an effect, sometimes in opposite directions, but also that many
subjects have no clear effect at all. In terms of model building, what we would like to do
is to allow the slope of the effect of Trial to vary across subjects. In other words, what
we need here are by-subject RANDOM SLOPES for Trial. We build these into the model
by expanding the expression for the subject random effect structure.
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> ranef(lexdec3.lmer)$Word
(Intercept)
almond
0.0076094201
ant
-0.0409265042
apple
-0.1040504847
apricot
-0.0086191706
asparagus
0.1002836459
avocado
0.0218818091
...

> lexdec3.lmerA = lmer(RT ˜ Trial + (1+Trial|Subject) + (1|Word),
+ data = lexdec3)
> print(lexdec3.lmerA, corr = FALSE)
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance
Std.Dev. Corr
Word
(Intercept) 4.7620e-03 0.0690074
Subject (Intercept) 2.9870e-02 0.1728293
Trial
4.4850e-07 0.0006697 -0.658
Residual
2.1600e-02 0.1469704
number of obs: 1557, groups: Word, 79; Subject, 21
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
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In this new model, the estimate of Trial is very similar to the previous model, but it
is now no longer significant. In what follows, we leave Trial as a main fixed effect in
the model because we also have random slopes for Trial in the model. (The by-subject
random effect of Trial is the functional equivalent of an interaction of Subject by
Trial in a model treating Subject as a fixed effect.) We compare the predictions of
the new model with the predictions of the simpler model graphically, using a customized
panel function for xyplot().

> lexdec3.lmerB = lmer(RT ˜ Trial + NativeLanguage +
+ (1+Trial|Subject) + (1|Word), lexdec3)
> lexdec3.lmerB
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
6.3348827 0.0435378 145.50
Trial
-0.0002026 0.0001669
-1.21
NativeLanguageOther 0.1433655 0.0506176
2.83
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We first add the datapoints to a given panel with panel.xyplot(). When a panel is prepared for a given subject, the vector subscripts contains the row indices in lexdec3
of this subject’s data points in lexdec3. This allows us to identify the name of the subject
under consideration by taking the first row in the data frame with data for this subject,
and extracting the value in its Subject column. With the subject name in hand, we
proceed to extract that subject’s coefficients from the two models. Finally, we feed these
coefficients to panel.abline(), which adds lines to panels.
The dashed lines in Figure 7.3 illustrate that the first model assigns the same slope to
each subject, the solid lines show that the second model adjusts the slopes to fit the data
of each individual subject. It is clear that the second model provides an improved fit to
the data. It seems that subjects went through the experiment in somewhat different ways,
with some adapting to the task, and others becoming tired.
Does the experiment also reveal differences between native and non-native speakers
of English? The data frame lexdec3 contains a column labeled NativeLanguage for
this fixed-effect factor, with levels English and Other.

T1

RT
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> xyplot(RT ˜ Trial | Subject, data = lexdec3,
+ panel = function(x, y, subscripts) {
+
panel.xyplot(x, y)
# the scatterplot
+
subject = as.character(lexdec3[subscripts[1], "Subject"])
+
coefs = as.numeric(unlist(coef(lexdec3.lmer)$Subject[subject,]))
+
panel.abline(coefs, col = "black", lty = 2)
# add first line
+
coefs = as.numeric(unlist(coef(lexdec3.lmerA)$Subject[subject,]))
+
panel.abline(coefs, col = "black", lty = 1)
# add second line
+ })
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Figure 7.3: Response latency as a function of trial. The black lines represent the slopes
estimated by model lexdec3.lmerA, which allows slopes to vary among subjects. The
grey lines are those obtained with lexdec3.lmer, which assigns the same slope to all
subjects.
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> lexdec3.lmerD = lmer(RT ˜ Trial + Length*NativeLanguage +
+ NativeLanguage*Frequency + (1+Trial|Subject) + (1|Word), lexdec3)
> lexdec3.lmerD
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
6.4548536 0.0637955 101.18
Trial
-0.0002128 0.0001677
-1.27
Length
0.0029408 0.0042965
0.68
NativeLanguageOther
0.0973266 0.0706921
1.38
Frequency
-0.0286264 0.0062827
-4.56
Length:NativeLanguageOther
0.0154950 0.0045037
3.44
NativeLanguageOther:Frequency -0.0093742 0.0066275
-1.41

We therefore take the spurious NativeLanguage:Frequency interaction out of the
model. Note that the Length by NativeLanguage interaction makes sense. For native readers, there is no effect of Length, while non-native readers require more time to
respond to longer words.
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Since the reference level for NativeLanguage is English, we note that nonnative speakers of English had significantly longer response latencies. Furthermore, we find that the
coefficient for the frequency effect for native speakers of English is −0.03, while for nonnative speakers, this coefficient is −0.030 − 0.019 = −0.049. Apparently, the frequency
effect is stronger and more facilitative for non-native speakers, contrary to what we expected. Why would this be so? Possibly, we are led astray by a confound with word
length — more frequent words tend to be shorter, and non-native readers might find
shorter words easier to read compared to native readers. When we add a Length by
NativeLanguage interaction to the model, inspection of the summary shows that the
Frequency by NativeLanguage interaction is no longer significant, in contrast to the
interaction of NativeLanguage by Length.

coefficients

Figure 7.4: Best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) for the by-subject random effects for
model lexdec3.lmerD (left panel), and the corresponding by-subject coefficients (right
panel).
Thus far, we have only examined the table of coefficients. Let’s redress our neglect of
the table of random effects.
> lexdec3.lmerD
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance
Std.Dev.
Corr
Word
(Intercept) 2.2525e-03 0.04746081
Subject (Intercept) 2.7148e-02 0.16476753
Trial
4.5673e-07 0.00067582 -0.740
Residual
2.1286e-02 0.14589823
number of obs: 1557, groups: Word, 79; Subject, 21

In addition to the usual standard deviations listed in the fourth column, the final column
of the random effects table lists a correlation. This correlation concerns the by-subject
random intercepts and the by-subject random slopes for Trial. Since we have random
slopes and random intercepts that are paired by subject, it is possible that the vectors of
random slopes and random intercepts are correlated. The way in which we specified the
random effects structure for Subject, (1 + Trial | Subject), explicitly instructed
lmer() to allow for this possibility by including a special parameter for this correlation
of the BLUPs for the intercept and the BLUPs for Trial. The left panel of Figure 7.4 is a
scatterplot that visualizes this correlation for these BLUPs.
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> lexdec3.lmerC = lmer(RT ˜ Trial + Frequency*NativeLanguage +
+ (1+Trial|Subject) + (1|Word), lexdec3)
> lexdec3.lmerC
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
6.4797681 0.0512770 126.37
Trial
-0.0002036 0.0001658
-1.23
Frequency
-0.0305036 0.0058148
-5.25
NativeLanguageOther
0.2353085 0.0584242
4.03
Frequency:NativeLanguageOther -0.0190195 0.0060335
-3.15

BLUPs

−0.0010

T

There indeed appears to be support for the possibility that the non-native speakers are the
slower responders. Since native speakers have more experience with their language, the
frequency effect might be stronger for native speakers, leading to greater facilitation. We
test this hypothesis by including Frequency as a predictor, together with an interaction
of NativeLanguage by Frequency.

> ranefs = ranef(lexdec3.lmerD)$Subject
> head(ranefs)
(Intercept)
Trial
A1 -0.057992023 1.368812e-04
A2 -0.127666091 4.443818e-04
A3 -0.131176609 5.246854e-04
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> coefs = coef(lexdec3.lmerD)$Subject
> round(head(coefs),4)
(Intercept)
Trial Length NativeLanguageOther Frequency
A1
6.3969 -0.0001 0.0029
0.0973
-0.0286
A2
6.3272 0.0002 0.0029
0.0973
-0.0286
A3
6.3237 0.0003 0.0029
0.0973
-0.0286
C
6.4504 -0.0001 0.0029
0.0973
-0.0286
D
6.2395 0.0014 0.0029
0.0973
-0.0286
I
6.2386 -0.0002 0.0029
0.0973
-0.0286
Length:NativeLanguageOther NativeLanguageOther:Frequency
A1
0.0155
-0.0094
A2
0.0155
-0.0094
A3
0.0155
-0.0094
C
0.0155
-0.0094
D
0.0155
-0.0094
I
0.0155
-0.0094
> plot(coefs[,1:2])

The right panel of Figure 7.4 shows straightforwardly that subjects with a large intercept
have a large negative coefficient for Trial, while subjects with a small intercept have a
large positive coefficient for Trial.
The total number of parameters in lexdec3.lmerD is 12: We have 7 fixed-effects coefficients (including the intercept), and 5 random effects parameters. The question that
arises at this point is whether all these random effects parameters are justified. The significance of parameters for random effects is assessed by means of likelihood ratio tests,
which are carried out by the anova() function when supplied with two mixed-effects
models that have the same fixed-effects structure but different numbers of random effects
parameters. For instance, we can evaluate the significance of the two by-subject random
effects for Subject by fitting a simpler model with only a by-subject random intercept
that we then compare with the full model:
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In this scatterplot, each data point represents a subject. Subjects with a large negative
adjustment for the intercept are fast responders, subjects with a large positive adjustment
are slow responders. Fast responders have positive adjustments for Trial, while slow
responders have negative adjustments for Trial. Since the estimated fixed-effect coefficient for Trial equals a mere −0.0002, the fastest responders appear to slow down in the
course of the experiment, whereas the slowest responders speed up. This is also visible,
perhaps more clearly so, when we plot the by-subject coefficients, as shown in the right
panel of Figure 7.4. These by-subject coefficients differ for the intercept and for Trial
(where they are adjusted by the BLUPs), and are identical for all other predictors.

The likelihood ratio test takes the log likelihood (logLik, an important measure of goodness of fit) for the smaller model with 9 parameters (Df) and compares it with the log
likelihood for the larger model with 11 parameters. The difference between the two log
likelihoods (692.76 − 673.85), multiplied by 2, follows a chi-squared distribution with as
degrees of freedom the difference in the number of parameters, 11 − 9 = 2. As the associated probability is small, the additional parameters in the more complex model are
justified. Similarly, we can peel off the random effect for Word to see whether the inclusion of by-word random intercepts is justified.
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col = "grey")
col = "grey")

> lexdec3.lmerD1 = lmer(RT ˜ Trial + Length * NativeLanguage +
+ NativeLanguage * Frequency + (1|Subject) + (1|Word), data = lexdec3)
> anova(lexdec3.lmerD, lexdec3.lmerD1)
Df
AIC
BIC
logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
lexdec3.lmerD1 9 -1327.88 -1279.73
672.94
lexdec3.lmerD 11 -1361.28 -1302.42
691.64 37.398
2 7.572e-09

> lexdec3.lmerD2 = lmer(RT ˜ Trial + Length * NativeLanguage +
+ NativeLanguage * Frequency + (1|Subject), data = lexdec3)
> anova(lexdec3.lmerD1, lexdec3.lmerD2)
Df
AIC
BIC
logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
lexdec3.lmerD2 8 -1280.36 -1237.55
648.18
lexdec3.lmerD1 9 -1327.88 -1279.73
672.94 49.522
1 1.962e-12

The large chi-squared value indicates that the random effect for Word is fully justified.
There is one potential problem with the correlation parameter for the by-subject random slopes and intercepts, however. The values of Trial are all greater than zero, they
are bounded by zero to the left. As a consequence, a change in the slope may correlate
with a change in the intercept. This is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 7.5. The solid
line fits the bivariate normal simulated data points shown in the scatterplot. When we
take the y-value for the minimum of x and increase it by 2, and likewise take the y-value
for the maximum of x and decrease it by 2, and then refit the model, we obtain the dashed
regression line. The resulting small shift in the slope of the regression line is accompanied by a small change in the intercept. Suppose that we have many parallel plots like the
one shown in the left panel of Figure 7.5, one for each subject. Then we may expect that
across subjects, slopes and intercepts will covary. The way to eliminate such a spurious
correlation is to center the data by subtracting the mean of x from each x-value, as shown
in the right panel of Figure 7.5. Both regression lines cross the vertical axis at the same
point: Intercept and slope can now be varied independently. We therefore center Trial
and refit the model.
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1.274880e-04
1.617985e-03
3.445517e-05

T

C -0.004438559
D -0.215372691
I -0.216234737
> plot(ranefs)
> abline(h = 0,
> abline(v = 0,

> lexdec3$cTrial = lexdec3$Trial - mean(lexdec3$Trial)
> lexdec3.lmerD3 = lmer(RT ˜ cTrial + Length*NativeLanguage +
+ NativeLanguage*Frequency + (1+cTrial|Subject) + (1|Word), lexdec3)
> lexdec3.lmerD3
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance
Std.Dev.
Corr
Word
(Intercept) 2.2520e-03 0.04745557
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Figure 7.5: A small change in the data may change the slope of the regression line, with
a concomitant change in the intercept when the X-values are not centered. (The vertical
dotted grey lines represent the Y -axes.) As a consequence, random intercepts and slopes
may be correlated in uncentered data (left panel) but uncorrelated in centered data (right
panel).
Subject

(Intercept) 1.4874e-02 0.12195841
cTrial
4.5662e-07 0.00067573 -0.417
Residual
2.1286e-02 0.14589851

The likelihood ratio test shows that after centering the correlation parameter has nearly
halved. We can test formally whether its presence in the model is still justified by fitting a new model without the correlation parameter, which we then compare with our
present model using the likelihood ratio test. In the model formula we first specify the
random slopes for Subject. We then add a second term with Subject as grouping factor, (0+cTrial|Subject) which specifies the random by-subject slopes for Subject,
with the zero indicating not to add the correlation parameter. An alternative equivalent
notation is (cTrial-1|Subject), where the -1 indicates that the correlation parameter
should be taken out.
> lexdec3.lmerD3a = lmer(RT ˜ cTrial + Length*NativeLanguage
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+

+ NativeLanguage*Frequency + (1|Subject)+(0+cTrial|Subject)+(1|Word),
+ lexdec3)
> anova(lexdec3.lmerD3a,lexdec3.lmerD3)
Df
AIC
BIC
logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
lexdec3.lmerD3a 10 -1360.25 -1306.74
690.12
lexdec3.lmerD3 11 -1361.28 -1302.42
691.64 3.0282
1
0.08183

T

0

The p-value of the likelihood ratio test suggests that the correlation parameter may be superfluous. This impression receives support from an inspection of the MCMC distribution
of the correlation parameter, obtained by running pvals.fnc() but now extracting the
random component of the list that it returns.
x = pvals.fnc(lexdec3.lmerD3, nsim = 10000)
x$random
MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper
sigma
0.1459890 0.1408218
0.151687
Word.(In)
0.0470265 0.0359103
0.059393
Sbjc.(In)
0.1330270 0.0950869
0.188165
Sbjc.cTrl
0.0007254 0.0004736
0.001123
Sbj.(I).cTr -0.4361482 -0.7714082
0.114836
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For each random effect in the model, the MCMC mean of the corresponding standard deviation is listed, together with its 95% HPD interval. When the model contains correlation
parameters, these are also listed, in this example at the bottom of the table. When reading
tables like this, it is important to carefully distinguish between the standard deviations
on the one hand, and the correlations on the other. Correlations are bounded between
minus one and plus one by definition. Hence it makes sense to ask ourselves whether
zero is contained in a correlation’s 95% confidence interval. For the present correlation
this is indeed the case, so we conclude that a model without the correlation parameter is
adequate.
Standard deviations, by contrast, are always positive, so their HPD interval will never
ever contain zero. As a consequence, we cannot use these confidence intervals to ascertain
whether the random effect is significant. In this case significance testing has to be done
by means of the likelihood ratio test. However, the HPD intervals do provide important
information about the standard deviations. They allow us to check whether the spread in
the distribution of the parameter makes sense. For all standard deviations in the above
table the intervals are narrow, which is good. But if the upper and lower limits of the
HPD interval differ substantially, this indicates there is something wrong with the model.
For instance, a by-item standard deviation with MCMC mean 0.02 and a 95% confidence
interval ranging from 0.00000001 to 0.6 would indicate that it is actually completely impossible to estimate this parameter. With so much uncertainty about its actual value, it
should be taken out of the model.
Our model for the reaction times in this lexical decision experiment is still incomplete.
Another predictor that we should consider is the by-subject mean of the estimated weight
of the referents of the words presented to the subjects, available in the data frame by the
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We see that objects that are judged to be heavier elicited longer response latencies.
As always, we have to check the residuals for potential problems with the model specification. The upper panels of Figure 7.6 show that the model is not coping properly with
especially the longer response latencies. A simple solution for checking that the pattern
of results obtained is not due to the presence of outliers is to remove the extreme outliers
from the data, to refit the model, and to inspect whether the nonnormality of the residuals has been removed or at least attenuated. Refitting the model after excluding the 37
outliers with a standardized residual at a distance greater than 2.5 standard deviations
from zero,

DR

> lexdec3.lmerEtrimmed =
+ lmer(RT ˜ cTrial + Frequency + meanWeight + NativeLanguage * Length +
+ (1|Subject) + (0+cTrial|Subject) + (1|Word),
+ data = lexdec3, subset = abs(scale(resid(lexdec3.lmerE))) < 2.5)
> nrow(lexdec3)-nrow(lexdec3[abs(scale(resid(lexdec3.lmerE))) < 2.5,])
[1] 37

we find that that the quantile-quantile plot has improved somewhat, as shown in the
lower panels of Figure 7.6.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(fitted(lexdec3.lmerE), residuals(lexdec3.lmerE))
qqnorm(residuals(lexdec3.lmerE), main=" ")
qqline(residuals(lexdec3.lmerE))
plot(fitted(lexdec3.lmerEtrimmed), residuals(lexdec3.lmerEtrimmed))
qqnorm(residuals(lexdec3.lmerEtrimmed), main=" ")
qqline(residuals(lexdec3.lmerEtrimmed))
par(mfrow=c(1,1))

In the trimmed model, the same predictors have remained significant. The estimates of
the coefficients have changed slightly, however, and may now be somewhat more precise.
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> x = pvals.fnc(lexdec3.lmerEtrimmed)
> x$fixed
Estimate
MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper
(Intercept)
6.411494 6.4117333 6.3084566 6.5264888
cTrial
-0.000192 -0.0001945 -0.0004923 0.0001250
Frequency
-0.037813 -0.0377575 -0.0490303 -0.0264884
meanWeight
0.020679 0.0206687 0.0079811 0.0337784
NatLanOther
0.039060 0.0389072 -0.0828886 0.1585393
Length
0.003183 0.0031761 -0.0044192 0.0110505
NatLanOth:Len 0.017492 0.0174837 0.0103630 0.0243377
> x$random
MCMCmean
HPD95lower
HPD95upper
sigma
0.1269356
0.1223552
0.1317316
Word.(In)
0.0448592
0.0354490
0.0568323
Sbjc.cTrl
0.0006203
0.0004132
0.0009482
Sbjc.(In)
0.1274543
0.0930270
0.1781425
deviance -1741.5971505 -1750.1482009 -1731.9742494
> lexdec3.lmerEtrimmed
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance
Std.Dev.
Word
(Intercept) 2.0464e-03 0.04523680
Subject cTrial
3.8438e-07 0.00061998
Subject (Intercept) 1.5506e-02 0.12452139
Residual
1.6083e-02 0.12682059
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> lexdec3.lmerE = lmer(RT ˜ cTrial + Frequency +
+ NativeLanguage * Length + meanWeight +
+ (1|Subject) + (0+cTrial|Subject) + (1|Word), lexdec3)
> lexdec3.lmerE
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
6.4319956 0.0545209 117.97
cTrial
-0.0002089 0.0001668
-1.25
Frequency
-0.0404232 0.0057107
-7.08
NativeLanguageOther
0.0303136 0.0594427
0.51
Length
0.0028283 0.0039709
0.71
meanWeight
0.0235385 0.0064834
3.63
NativeLanguageOther:Length 0.0181745 0.0040862
4.45

Since very long reaction times in lexical decision are likely to be co-determined by later
processes that are usually not of primary interest to the researcher, trimming the model is
justified not only technically but also conceptually.

pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
0.0001
0.0000
0.2082
0.2058
0.0001
0.0000
0.0030
0.0015
0.5166
0.5091
0.4142
0.4157
0.0001
0.0000

Unlike summaries for lm or ols model objects, summary tables for mixed-effects
models obtained with lmer() do not list the proportion of variance (R2 ) accounted for.
This is not without reason, as there are a number of different sources of variance that are
modeled jointly. In addition to the variance explained by fixed effects, we have the variance explained by one or more random effects. As a consequence, an R2 calculated by
correlating observed and fitted values,

DR

column name meanWeight. (As the NativeLanguage by Frequency interaction was
not significant, we remove it from the model specification.)

> cor(fitted(lexdec3.lmerE), lexdec3$RT)ˆ2
[1] 0.5296985

does not inform us at all about the variance explained by just the fixed effects, the variance that would be comparable to the explained variance by models obtained with lm()
or ols() (which contain fixed effects only). For mixed-effects models fit to experimental
data, a large part of the explained variance is often due to by-item and by-subject variability. We can gain some insight into the amount of variance accounted for by only nonlinguistic variables by fitting a model without lexical fixed-effect predictors and without
Word as random effect.
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Figure 7.6: Residual diagnostics for the models before (upper panels) and after (lower
panels) removal of 37 data points with extreme residuals.
> lexdec3.lmer00 = lmer(RT ˜ Trial +
+ (1|Subject) + (0+Trial|Subject), data = lexdec3)
> cor(fitted(lexdec3.lmer00), lexdec3$RT)ˆ2
[1] 0.4005094

This linguistically uninteresting model captures 0.4005/0.5297 = 76% of the variance explained by our full model. As is often the case in these kinds of experiments, a large
proportion of the variance is accounted for just by variability among subjects. In this
example, only 100 − 76 = 24% of the variance that we can account for can be traced to
linguistic variables, and almost all of this linguistic variance can already be captured just
by including the random effect for word.
> lexdec3.lmer0 = lmer(RT ˜ 1+(1|Subject)+(0+Trial|Subject)+(1|Word),
+ data = lexdec3)
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6.8

> lexdec3.lmer0
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Word
(Intercept)
Subject Trial
Subject (Intercept)
Residual
> lexdec3.lmerE
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Word
(Intercept)
Subject Trial
Subject (Intercept)
Residual

Variance
4.7232e-03
3.7151e-07
2.5022e-02
2.1663e-02

Std.Dev.
0.06872577
0.00060951
0.15818286
0.14718479

Variance
1.7537e-03
3.5455e-07
2.2573e-02
2.1375e-02

Std.Dev.
0.04187756
0.00059544
0.15024339
0.14620023

AF

6.6

T

6.4

fitted(lexdec3.lmerE)

Only 0.3% of the overall variance can therefore be traced to the lexical predictors in the
fixed-effects structure of the model. Fortunately, inspection of the random effects structure of these models shows that including the lexical predictors does lead to a reduction
in the standard deviation for Word by 1 − (0.0419/0.0687) = 39%.

This example is typical of what we find across many psycholinguistic tasks, where the
method of data acquisition is inherently very noisy. The low signal-to-noise ratio is of
course exactly the reason why these experiments are generally run with many different
subjects and a wide range of items.
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> cor(fitted(lexdec3.lmer0), lexdec3$RT)ˆ2
[1] 0.5263226

7.2 A comparison with traditional analyses

Mixed-effects models with crossed random effects are a very recent development in statistics, Because these models are new, the present section discusses three common designs
in psycholinguistic studies, and compares the advantages of the mixed-effects approach
to the gold standards imposed over the last decades by many psycholinguistic journals.
Pinheiro and Bates [2000] is the authorative reference on mixed effect modeling in R, but
the software they discuss is suited primarily for analysing hierarchical, nested designs
(e.g., children nested under schools nested under cities). A short introduction to the more
recent package (lme4) used in this chapter is Bates [2005], Everitt and Hothorn [2006] provide some introductory discussion as well. More comprehensive discussion is available
in Faraway [2006] and Wood [2006]. A technical overview of the mathematics underlying
the implementation of mixed effect models in the lme4 package is Bates [2006].
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We inspect the experimental design by means of summary tables.
> table(splitplot$SOA)
long short
32
32

The treatment factorSOA has two levels, long and short. Each subject responds to each
word once.
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> table(splitplot$Subject, splitplot$Item)
W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8
S1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Subject and item are CROSSED in this design. Subject and the SOA treatment are also
crossed, and each subject responds an equal number of times to the items presented in
the two SOA conditions.

> table(splitplot$Subject, splitplot$SOA)
long short
S1
4
4
S2
4
4
S3
4
4
S4
4
4
S5
4
4
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4
4
4

4
4
4
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The items, however, are NESTED under SOA: items 1 through 4 are always used in the
short condition, and items 5 through 8 in the long condition:
> table(splitplot$Item, splitplot$SOA)

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8

long short
0
8
0
8
0
8
0
8
8
0
8
0
8
0
8
0

AF

SOA
short
short
short
short

AF

> splitplot[1:4,]
Subject RT Item
1
S1 546
W1
2
S2 566
W1
3
S3 567
W1
4
S4 556
W1

T

Mixed-effects models are the response of the statistical community to a problem that was
first encountered in the fourties of the previous century. The splitplot data set illustrates this problem. This (constructed) data set is taken from Raaijmakers et al. [1999] (see
their Table 2). Their data concern reaction times (RT) with Subject and Item as random effects and SOA (stimulus onset asynchrony, the time between the presentation of a
prime or distractor and the presentation of the target in chronometric experiments) as a
fixed-effect factor.

S6
S7
S8

This kind of design is known as a SPLIT- PLOT design.
It is straightforward to fit a linear mixed-effect model to this data set. We begin with a
model in which subjects and items receive random intercepts and in which subjects also
receive random slopes for the SOA treatment.
> splitplot.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ SOA + (1+SOA|Subject) + (1|Item),
+ data = splitplot)
> splitplot.lmer
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance Std.Dev. Corr
Subject (Intercept) 861.99
29.360
SOAshort
502.65
22.420
-0.813
Item
(Intercept) 448.29
21.173
Residual
100.31
10.016
number of obs: 64, groups: Subject, 8; Item, 8
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7.2.1 Mixed-effect models and Quasi-F

Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
540.91
14.93
36.23
SOAshort
22.41
17.12
1.31

We check that we really need this complex random effects structure for Subject by comparing it with a simpler model using the likelihood ratio test:
> splitplot.lmerA = lmer(RT ˜ SOA + (1|Subject) + (1|Item),
+ data = splitplot)
> anova(splitplot.lmer, splitplot.lmerA)
Df
AIC
BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
splitplot.lmerA 4 580.29 588.92 -286.14
splitplot.lmer
6 555.72 568.67 -271.86 28.570
2 6.255e-07
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$df2
[1] 9.346185

> splitplot.lm = lm(RT ˜ SOA + Item + Subject + SOA:Subject +
+ Item:Subject, data = splitplot)
> anova(splitplot.lm)
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
SOA
1 8032.6 8032.6
Item
6 22174.5 3695.7
Subject
7 26251.6 3750.2
SOA:Subject
7 7586.7 1083.8
Item:Subject 42 4208.8
100.2
Residuals
0
0.0

The anova() summary does not produce any p-values. The model is
residual error is zero, and the number of parameters in the model

SATURATED,

$p
[1] 0.2239887

the

> length(coef(splitplot.lm))
[1] 72

DR

exceeds the number of data points,
> nrow(splitplot)
[1] 64

In fact, 8 of the coefficients in the model are inestimable:
> sum(is.na(coef(splitplot.lm)))
[1] 8

This model is completely useless for prediction for new subjects or new items, it overfits
the data, but we can squeeze out a p-value. Recall that in analysis of variance, the idea
is to compare variances in the form of mean squares. The problem that the present experimental design causes for classical analysis of variance is that there is no proper mean
squares to test the mean squares of SOA against. The way out of this dilemma was developed by Satterthwaite [1946] and Cochran [1951]. They devised an approximative F
285

$df1
[1] 1.025102

Instead of specifying the cells in the ANOVA table, we could also have plugged in the
values listed in the tables directly. The p-value returned for the quasi-F ratio, 0.224, is
slightly smaller than the p-value suggested by MCMC sampling.
In psycholinguistics, a specific methodology evolved over the years to work around
having to calculate quasi-F ratios, which were computationally very demanding 30 years
ago. Clark [1973] suggested an easy-to-calculate conservative estimate for quasi-F ratios
which involved two simpler F -values. These F -values were obtained by averaging over
the items to obtain subject means for each level of the treatment effect, and similarly by
averaging over subjects to obtain item means. Forster and Dickinson [1976] proposed
an alternative procedure, which has become the gold standard of psycholinguistics. In
this procedure, separate analyses of variance are carried out on the by-item and the bysubject means. The by-item analysis is supposed to be informative over the reliability
of an effect across items, and the by-subject analysis is likewise supposed to ascertain
reliability across subjects. A predictor is accepted as significant only when it is significant
both by subjects and by items.
For the present example, the by-subject analysis proceeds as follows. We calculate the
mean RTs averaged over the items for each combination of Subject and SOA with the
help of aggregate(), which has a syntax similar to that of tapply().
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Doing the analysis the traditional way recommended by Raaijmakers et al. [1999] is
a pain. We begin with fitting a simple linear model with lm(), without distinguishing
between fixed and random effect terms.

> x = anova(dat.lm)
> quasiF.fnc(x["SOA","Mean Sq"], x["Item:Subject", "Mean Sq"],
+
x["SOA:Subject", "Mean Sq"], x["Item", "Mean Sq"],
+
x["SOA","Df"], x["Item:Subject", "Df"],
+
x["SOA:Subject", "Df"], x["Item", "Df"])
$F
[1] 1.701588

T

> pvals.fnc(splitplot.lmer, nsim = 50000)$fixed
Estimate MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper
pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
540.91
540.95
500.03
580.97 0.00002
0.0000
SOAshort
22.41
22.33
-22.83
65.17 0.27224
0.1956

value known as quasi-F . For the present design, we can calculate this quasi-F ratio with
the function quasiF.fnc, which takes as input four mean squares and their associated
degrees of freedom as listed in the above anova() table.
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The small p-value shows that we need to stay with the original, full model. Note that we
do not have to take special measures to indicate that the items are nested under SOA, the
determination of nested or non-nested is done for us by lmer(). The t-value for SOA
is well below 2, so it is clear that it is not significant. For this small data set with only
64 observations, it is crucial to use the p-values obtained through MCMC sampling — the
p-value based on the t statistic is too small.

> subjects = aggregate(splitplot$RT, list(splitplot$Subject,
+
splitplot$SOA),mean)
> subjects
Group.1 Group.2
x
1
S1
long 553.75
2
S2
long 532.00
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The column labels are unhelpful, however, so we rename them.

> colnames(subjects) = c("Subject", "SOA", "MeanRT")

We now test for an effect of SOA by means of an analysis of variance. Since subjects are
crossed with SOA, we have to use the aov() function with Subject specified explicitly
as ERROR STRATUM (random effect).
> summary(aov(MeanRT ˜ SOA + Error(Subject), data = subjects))
Error: Subject
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Residuals 7 6562.9
937.6
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Error: Within
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
SOA
1 2008.16 2008.16 7.4114 0.02966
Residuals 7 1896.68 270.95

The summary reports two error strata, one concerning the variance between subjects, and
one concerning the variance within subjects. It is in the second part of the table that we
find the F -value for SOA, which for 1 and 7 degrees of freedom happens to be significant.
For the by-item analysis, we proceed along similar lines. We first construct a data
frame with the by-item means
> items = aggregate(splitplot$RT, list(splitplot$Item, splitplot$SOA),
+
mean)
> items
Group.1 Group.2
x
1
W5
long 533.125
2
W6
long 529.250
3
W7
long 583.250
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518.000
559.625
575.250
553.375
565.000
= c("Item", "SOA", "MeanRT")

T

4
W8
long
5
W1
short
6
W2
short
7
W3
short
8
W4
short
> colnames(items)

and then run the by-item analysis of variance. Because items are nested under SOA instead
of crossed, we can simply run a one-way analysis of variance.
> summary(aov(MeanRT ˜ SOA, items))
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
SOA
1 1004.08 1004.08 2.1735 0.1908
Residuals
6 2771.81 461.97
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546.25
521.00
569.75
529.50
490.00
585.00
556.50
556.50
579.25
551.75
594.25
572.50
535.75
560.00

In contrast to the by-subject analysis, there is no trace of significance in the by-item analysis. As it is not the case that both the by-subject (or F1 ) analysis and the by-item (or F2 )
analysis are both significant, the effect of SOA is evaluated as not significant. Thus, we
reach the same conclusion as offered by the quasi-F test and the mixed-effects model.
Inspection of a single data set is not that informative about how the different techniques perform across experiments. The simulateSplitPlot.fnc() function allows
us to examine multiple simulated data sets with the same underlying structure. It takes
three arguments: a data set with the same design and variable names as our current example data frame splitplot, the number of simulation runs required, and whether an
effect of SOA should be present (with = TRUE) or absent (with = FALSE). The function estimates fixed and random effects by fitting a mixed-effects model to the input data
frame, and then constructs simulated data sets that follow the corresponding theoretical distribution. Its output is a list that specifies for both the 95% and 99% significance
levels what the proportion of simulation runs is for which a significant effect for SOA is
observed.
We apply this simulation function, once with and once without an effect of SOA. The
first simulation will tell us how succesful our models are in detecting an effect that is
really there. It informs us about the POWER of the models. The second simulation will
tell us how often the models incorrectly lead us to believe that there is a significant effect.
It provides an estimate of the TYPE I ERROR RATE of the models. (These simulations may
take a long time to run.)

DR

long
long
long
long
long
long
short
short
short
short
short
short
short
short

T

S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

> y3 = simulateSplitPlot.fnc(splitplot, nruns=1000, with=FALSE)
> y3$alpha05
quasi-F by-subject
by-item
F1+F2
lmer:pt lmer:pMCMC
0.055
0.310
0.081
0.079
0.088
0.032
> y3$alpha01
quasi-F by-subject
by-item
F1+F2
lmer:pt lmer:pMCMC
0.005
0.158
0.014
0.009
0.031
0.000

The error rates for the quasi-F test are close to the nominal levels. The by-subject analysis
by itself is far off, and the by-item analysis by itself has a high error rate for α = 0.05.
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we find that the quasi-F test has the greatest power. This suggests that for small data
sets as typically found in textbooks the quasi-F test is to be preferred. We should keep in
mind, however, that in real life experiments are characterized by missing data and that,
unlike mixed-effects models, the quasi-F test is highly vulnerable to missing data and
inapplicable to unbalanced designs.
This example illustrates that the p-values based on the t statistic in mixed-effects models are anticonservative for small data sets with a split plot design. For larger numbers
of subjects and items, this anti-conservatism is largely eliminated. This is easy to see in a
series of simulations in which we use 20 instead of 8 subjects and 40 instead of 8 items.

DR

> y4 = simulateSplitPlot.fnc(splitplot, nruns=1000, nsub=20, nitem=40,
+ with = F)
> y4$alpha05
quasi-F by-subject
by-item
F1+F2
lmer:pt lmer:pMCMC
0.052
0.238
0.102
0.099
0.055
0.027
> y4$alpha01
quasi-F by-subject
by-item
F1+F2
lmer:pt lmer:pMCMC
0.009
0.120
0.036
0.036
0.013
0.001

The F1+F2 procedure emerges as slightly anti-conservative at both alpha levels. If we
now consider the power for the subset of techniques with nominal error rates,

> x4 = simulateSplitPlot.fnc(splitplot, nruns=1000, nsub=20, nitem=40)
> x4$alpha05
quasi-F
lmer:pt lmer:pMCMC
0.809
0.823
0.681
> x4$alpha01
quasi-F
lmer:pt lmer:pMCMC
0.587
0.618
0.392

we find that lmer()’s p-values based on the t distribution are now an excellent choice.
The MCMC p-values remain conservative.
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7.2.2 Mixed-effect models and Latin Square designs

For a second design that is commonly encountered in psycholinguistic studies, Raaijmakers et al. (1999) recommend an F1 analysis. Let’s consider this recommendation in some
more detail as well. We load the data set that they discuss (their Table 4), available as
latinsquare.

AF

AF

> x3 = simulateSplitPlot.fnc(splitplot, nruns=1000, with=TRUE)
> x3$alpha05
quasi-F
lmer:pMCMC
0.233
0.163
> x3$alpha01
quasi-F
F1+F2 lmer:pMCMC
0.087
0.089
0.043

In summary, for realistic data sets mixed-effects models have at least the same power
as the quasi-F test of detecting an effect if it is there, while the risk of incorrectly concluding a predictor is significant is comparable. Mixed-effects models offer the advantages
of being robust with respect to missing data, of allowing covariates to be taken into account, and of providing insight into the full structure of your data, including the random
effects. They can also be applied straightforwardly to other designs for which quasi-F
ratios would be difficult and cumbersome to derive.

> latinsquare[1:4, ]
Group Subject Word
1
G1
S1
W1
2
G1
S2
W1
3
G1
S3
W1
4
G1
S4
W1

RT
532
542
615
547

SOA List
short
L1
short
L1
short
L1
short
L1

In this (constructed) data set, the factor SOA has three levels (short, medium, long).
The design underlying this data set is that of the L ATIN S QUARE. The 12 words in this
experiment were divided into 3 lists with 4 words each. These 3 lists were rotated over
subjects, such that each subject was exposed to a given list for a single condition of SOA.
There were three groups of 4 subjects, which differed only with respect to which combination of List and SOA was presented to them:
> table(latinsquare$Group,
+
as.factor(paste(latinsquare$List, latinsquare$SOA)))
L1 long L1 medium L1 short
G1
0
0
16
G2
0
16
0
G3
16
0
0
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This high error rate carries over to the F1+F2 procedure. As expected for small samples,
the p-values for lmer() based on the t statistic are clearly anti-conservative. By contrast,
the p-values based on MCMC sampling are somewhat conservative. When we consider
the power for those techniques with nominal Type I error rates (editing the output of
simulateSplitPlot.fnc())

G1
G2
G3

L2 long L2 medium L2 short
0
16
0
16
0
0
0
0
16

G1
G2
G3

L3 long L3 medium L3 short
16
0
0
0
0
16
0
16
0
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> x = pvals.fnc(latinsquare.lmer, nsim=10000, withMCMC=TRUE)
> names(x)
[1] "fixed" "random" "mcmc"
> x$fixed
Estimate MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 533.9583 533.7189
504.252
562.985 0.0001
0.0000
SOAmedium
2.1250
2.1363
-1.767
6.197 0.2886
0.2912
SOAshort
-0.4583 -0.4463
-4.297
3.648 0.8184
0.8196

Since SOA is now a factor with three levels, we have two contrast coefficients, neither
of which is significantly different from zero. In order to evaluate the significance of the
factor SOA as a whole, we use aovlmer.fnc(). Its arguments are a fitted mixed effects
model, a matrix of MCMC samples as provided by pvals.fnc(), and the rownames of
the factor levels that are to be evaluated.
> latinsquare.aov = aovlmer.fnc(latinsquare.lmer, x$mcmc,
+ c("SOAmedium", "SOAshort"))

The output is a list with two elements. The first element is a list with the MCMC p-value
and the factor levels that are jointly evaluated. The second element is an anova table with
a potentially anticonservative p-value.

DR

> latinsquare.aov
$MCMC
$MCMC$p
[1] 0.3855
$MCMC$which
[1] "SOAmedium" "SOAshort"

$Ftests
Analysis of Variance Table
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq
F
Df2
SOA 2 182.389 91.194 0.9444 141.000

As a next step, we fit a model with Subject nested under Group and with SOA in interaction with List.
> subjects.lm = lm(MeanRT ˜ Group/Subject + SOA*List, data = subjects)

We then obtain an analysis of variance table, but we ignore the last two columns because
the F -values and p-values are based on the assumption that all factors are fixed, contrary
to fact.
> anova(subjects.lm)[,1:3]
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
Group
2
1696
848 28.9395 2.379e-06
SOA
2
46
23
0.7781
0.4741
List
2
3116
1558 53.1724 2.791e-08
Group:Subject 9 47305
5256 179.3974 9.422e-16
SOA:List
2
40
20
0.6830
0.5177
Residuals
18
527
29

In order to obtain the desired p-value, we compare the Mean Sq for SOA with that for
SOA:List, and obtain an F -value of 23/20 = 1.15 and a p-value of

p
0.391

For the present design, the p-values based on the MCMC samples and those based on the
t-statistic are very similar. Both suggest that SOA is not a significant predictor.
The by-subject analysis recommended by Raaijmakers et al. requires more work. We
first average RTs for each combination of List, SOA and Subject.
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We use pvals.fnc() to generate p-values, and specify that it should also save the matrix
with the simulated MCMC data.

subjects = aggregate(latinsquare$RT, list(latinsquare$Subject,
latinsquare$Group, latinsquare$SOA, latinsquare$List), mean)
colnames(subjects) = c("Subject", "Group", "SOA", "List", "MeanRT")
subjects[1:12,]
Subject Group
SOA List MeanRT
1
S10
G3
long
L1 592.25
2
S11
G3
long
L1 508.75
3
S12
G3
long
L1 483.00
4
S9
G3
long
L1 534.25
5
S5
G2 medium
L1 590.50
6
S6
G2 medium
L1 483.25
7
S7
G2 medium
L1 513.50
8
S8
G2 medium
L1 560.50
9
S1
G1 short
L1 511.00
10
S2
G1 short
L1 521.50
11
S3
G1 short
L1 588.50
12
S4
G1 short
L1 554.75
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> latinsquare.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ SOA + (1|Word) + (1|Subject),
+ data = latinsquare)

>
+
>
>

DR

Analysing these data with lmer() is as straightforward as for split plot designs.

> 1 - pf(23/20, 2, 2)
[1] 0.4651163

This by-subject analysis also points to a non-significant effect of SOA.
The averaging procedure of Raaijmakers and colleagues yields a larger p-value than
the mixed-effects model, suggesting that it is more conservative and may have less power
to detect the significance of predictors. We investigate whether this is indeed the case with
simulateLatinsquare.fnc(). This function takes a data set as input, fits a mixedeffects model to this data set, extracts the coefficients of the fixed effects (using fixef())
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irrespective of whether we use the by-subject analysis (F1), the F -test of the mixed model
(Ftest), or the MCMC-based test (MCMC). However, the mixed-effects model has greater
power.
> latinsqX = simulateLatinsquare.fnc(latinsquare, nruns=1000, with=T)
> latinsqX$alpha05
Ftest MCMC
F1
0.262 0.257 0.092
> latinsqX$alpha01
Ftest MCMC
F1
0.082 0.080 0.020

7.2.3 Regression with subjects and items

DR

In the psycholinguistic literature, a range of regression techniques are in use for data
sets with subjects and items. We illustrate this by means of simulated data sets in which
reaction time is defined as linearly dependent on three fixed effect predictors, X, Y , and
Z. The fixed effects are tied to the items and quantify properties of these items. For items
that are words, these properties could be word length, word frequency, and inflectional
entropy. Each subject provides one RT to each item. The function make.reg.fnc()
creates simulated data sets with this layout.
A simulated data set obtained with make.reg.fnc() allows us to reconstruct exactly
how the RTs depend on the fixed and random effects.
> simdat = make.reg.fnc()
> simdat[1:4, ]
Intr X Y Z Item RanefItem RanefSubj Subject
Error
RT
1
1 1 8 7 Item1 -81.56308 137.1683
Subj1 16.22481 549.8300
2
1 2 13 8 Item2 14.27047 137.1683
Subj1 -16.89636 648.5424
3
1 3 5 1 Item3 19.51690 137.1683
Subj1 34.03299 630.7182
4
1 4 19 18 Item4 -63.28945 137.1683
Subj1 68.03613 735.9150
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> 400*1 + 2*1 + 6*8 + 4*7 - 81.56308 + 137.1683 + 16.22481
[1] 549.83

The task of a regression analysis is to infer from the data the parameters of the model: the
coefficients for the fixed effects, and the standard deviations for the random effects. Here
is what lmer() reports for this particular simulation run.
> simdat.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ X+Y+Z+(1|Item)+(1|Subject), data=simdat)
> simdat.lmer
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance Std.Dev.
Item
(Intercept) 2051.4
45.293
Subject (Intercept) 3881.5
62.301
Residual
2645.7
51.436
number of obs: 200, groups: Item, 20; Subject, 10

AF
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> latinsqY = simulateLatinsquare.fnc(latinsquare, nruns=1000, with=F)
> latinsqY$alpha05
Ftest MCMC
F1
0.055 0.053 0.052
> latinsqY$alpha01
Ftest MCMC
F1
0.011 0.011 0.010

The RT on the first line, for instance, can be reconstructed given the vector of fixed-effects
coefficients (400, 2, 6, 4) for the intercept and X, Y , and Z that make.reg.fnc() works
with by default, together with the random effect adjustments for subject and item and the
error term.

Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 436.490
39.320 11.101
X
2.410
2.008
1.200
Y
5.178
1.926
2.689
Z
2.643
1.988
1.329

The estimates for the fixed effects in the summary table of this MIXED - EFFECTS REGRES SION model are close to the values that we used to generate this data set, (400, 1, 6, 4). Averaged over a large series of simulated data sets, these estimates become more and more
similar to the values that we actually used to construct the data sets. Turning to the random effects, we observe that the estimated standard deviations are also well-estimated:
the standard deviations that make.reg.fnc() assumes by default are 40 for item, 80 for
subject, and 50 for the residual error.
Traditionally, regression for data with subjects and items is carried out with the help of
two separate regression analyses. One regression begins with calculating by-item means,
averaging over subjects, and then proceeds with ordinary least squares regression. We
will refer to this as BY- ITEM REGRESSION.

DR

T

and the random effects parameters (estimating standard deviations from the output of
ranef()), and uses the values obtained to generate random samples according to the
theoretical distribution of the fitted model. When the option with is set to FALSE, the
contrasts for SOA are set to zero. The Type I error rates are in conformity with the nominal
levels,

> items = aggregate(simdat$RT, list(simdat$Item), mean)
> colnames(items) = c("Item", "Means")
> items = merge(items, unique(simdat[,c("Item", "X", "Y", "Z")]),
+ by.x = "Item", by.y = "Item")
> items.lm = lm(Means ˜ X + Y + Z, data = items)
> summary(items.lm)
Residuals:
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3Q
20.553

Max
85.639

T

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 436.490
34.029 12.827 7.79e-10
X
2.410
2.008
1.200
0.2476
Y
5.178
1.926
2.689
0.0161
Z
2.643
1.988
1.329
0.2024

AF

Residual standard error: 48.12 on 16 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-Squared: 0.4299,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.323
F-statistic: 4.022 on 3 and 16 DF, p-value: 0.02611

These estimates for the fixed-effects coefficients are identical to those returned by lmer().
Across regression techniques, this is almost always the case. When we compare p-values
for the by-item regression with those for mixed-effect regression, we also obtain comparable values:
> pvals.fnc(simdat.lmer)$fixed
Estimate MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 436.490 436.247
356.687
520.706 0.0001
0.0000
X
2.410
2.425
-2.021
6.498 0.2326
0.2316
Y
5.178
5.188
1.037
8.923 0.0106
0.0078
Z
2.643
2.653
-1.429
6.913 0.1996
0.1853

Rather different p-values are obtained with a second regression technique known as RAN DOM REGRESSION . This kind of regression has been advocated in psychology by Lorch
and Myers [1990], and has become the gold standard in psycholinguistics. In random
regression, we fit a separate model to the data for each individual subject. The function
from the lme4 package that calculates these by-subject coefficients is lmList():
X + Y + Z | Subject, simdat)

DR

> simdat.lmList = lmList(RT ˜
> coef(simdat.lmList)
(Intercept)
X
Subj1
628.1484 -1.9141021
Subj2
458.7045 3.1036178
Subj3
469.3044 2.9379676
Subj4
418.5968 5.6396018
Subj5
467.6317 4.1477264
Subj6
328.9318 3.8245708
Subj7
308.7975 3.0110525
Subj8
360.2321 2.6404247
Subj9
473.5752 0.1909166
Subj10
450.9785 0.5152209

Y
Z
1.649215 3.4021119
3.374996 1.5192233
3.484233 2.8355168
4.241479 -0.4764763
7.123812 -0.6388146
7.373426 2.5304837
6.709779 1.7966127
7.098332 6.0430440
3.849270 5.4122264
6.873633 4.0021081

We note that for Y , the coefficient is greater than zero for all subjects, while for X, one
coefficient is negative and nine are positive. For Z, two coefficients are negative and eight
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are positive. We formally test whether the coefficients are significantly different from zero
(at the risk of combining precise and imprecise information) by means of one-sample ttests. We do so for all four columns simultaneously with apply().
> apply(coef(simdat.lmList), 2, t.test)

T

Median
4.895

Abbreviating the output, we obtain means that are again identical to the estimates obtained with lmer() and by-item regression.
$‘(Intercept)‘
t = 15.1338, df = 9, p-value = 1.044e-07; mean of x 436.4901
$X
t = 3.4527, df = 9, p-value = 0.007244; mean of x 2.409700
$Y
t = 7.8931, df = 9, p-value = 2.464e-05; mean of x 5.177817
$Z
t = 3.7716, df = 9, p-value = 0.004406; mean of x 2.642604

AF

1Q
-6.932

However, the p-values are much smaller, and would suggest that all predictors are significant. Interestingly, when we run a mixed-effect model with only Subject as random
effect, omitting Item, we also obtain similarly small p-values.
> simdat.lmerS = lmer(RT ˜ X+Y+Z + (1|Subject), data=simdat)
> pvals.fnc(simdat.lmerS)$fixed
Estimate MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
Intr 436.490 436.746
386.3913
490.913 0.0001
0.0000
X
2.410
2.420
0.7133
4.111 0.0070
0.0065
Y
5.178
5.168
3.4939
6.838 0.0001
0.0000
Z
2.643
2.639
0.8610
4.301 0.0036
0.0026

Inspection of the random effects structure of the model
> simdat.lmerS
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance Std.Dev.
Subject (Intercept) 3793.7
61.593
Residual
4401.0
66.340

DR

Min
-100.570

and a comparison with the random effects structure for the model including Item as a
random effect shows that the standard deviation for the residual error is overestimated:
The value used when constructing the data set was 50, the model with subject and item as
random effects estimated it at 51, but the present model at 66. This model is confounding
item-bound systematic error with the residual error.
Because mixed-effect models were developed historically for NESTED designs, there
are proposals in the literature that items should be analysed as nested under subjects
(see, e.g., Quené and Van den Bergh [2004]). It is important to realize the consequences
of this proposal. Nesting items under subjects implies that we allow ourselves to assume
that each subject is exposed to in principle a completely different set of items. The idea
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In order to specify that the items are nested under subject instead of crossed, we have to
create new names for the items, such that the labels for the 20 items will be different for
each subject. We can achieve this by pasting the name of the item onto the name of the
subject, by converting the resulting character vector into a factor, and adding the result as
a new column to simdat.
> simdat$Item2 = factor(paste(simdat$Subject, simdat$Item, sep = "."))

A cross-tabulation now results in a table of 10 rows (subjects) by 200 columns (the new
items). Most of the cells of this table are zero.
> table(simdat$Subject, simdat$Item2)[1:10, 1:4]

Subj10.Item1 Subj10.Item10 Subj10.Item11 Subj10.Item12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

DR

Subj1
Subj2
Subj3
Subj4
Subj5
Subj6
Subj7
Subj8
Subj9
Subj10

Note that effectively we now have 200 different items, instead of just 20 items. In other
words, nesting implies that one subject may respond to, say, scythe, in the way another
subject might respond to, say, antidisestablishmentarianism, once the fixed effect predictors
have been accounted for. This is not what we want, not for the present data, and more in
general not for linguistic data sets in which the items are sensibly distinct. Proponents of
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Item1 Item10 Item11 Item12
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

AF

Subj1
Subj2
Subj3
Subj4
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> table(simdat$Subject, simdat$Item)[1:4, 1:4]

nesting argue that nesting does justice to the idea that each subject has her own experience with a given item. With respect to the mental lexicon, for instance, expertise in the
nautical domain and expertise in the medical domain will lead to differential familiarity
with nautical terms and medical terms across subpopulations. However, nesting gives
up on the commonality of words altogether. Also note that with full nesting structure the
random effect for Item is CONFOUNDED with the residual error. We have 200 data points,
so 200 residual error values, but also 200 by-item adjustments. As a consequence, nesting
of items under subjects leads to an ill-defined model. If items are truly nested, then the
simpler model with only Subject as random effect is appropriate.
Thus far, we have considered only one simulated data set. But it is useful to know
how these regression techniques perform across many simulated data sets. The function
simulateRegression.fnc() applies the different regression techniques to a series of
simulated data sets. We apply it once with and once without an effect for the predictor Z. Table 7.1 summarizes the results. The upper half of the table shows that the bysubject methods (lmerS and lmList) so badly inflate the Type I error compared to the
nominal 0.05 and 0.01 values that it does not make sense to consider them in the power
comparison. The rows for these models are therefore shown in grey in the lower half of
Table 7.1. It is clear that the only acceptable models are the by-item regression and the
mixed-effects regression with crossed random effects for subject and item. Of these two,
the mixed-effects model has slightly greater power.
It is also worth noting that the mixed-effects model with only subject as random effect
(lmerS) does not provide proper estimates of the standard deviations of the random
effects (defined in the model as 40 for Item, 80 for Subject, and 50 for the residual
error). Averaged across 1000 simulation runs for the simulation without an effect for Z,
> s = simulateRegression.fnc(beta = c(400, 2, 6, 0), nruns = 1000)
> s$ranef
Item Subject Residual
lmer 39.35468 77.22093 49.84096
lmerS
NA 76.74287 62.04566
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that a given item has basically the same effect on any subject (modulo the residual error)
is completely given up. The design of the lmer() function forces the distinction between
crossed and nested effects out into the open. Because lmer() figures out from the input
data frame whether subject and item are crossed or nested, crossing versus nesting has
to be made fully explicit in the input. In simdat, every level of Subject occurs in
conjunction with the same 20 levels of item, as shown by cross-tabulation of subject and
item.

we find that the estimate provided by lmerS for the residual error is too high, and that
for subject is too low. The same pattern emerges for the simulation with an effect of Z
included.
Mixed-effects regression with crossed random effects for subject and item therefore
offers several advantages. First, it provides insight into the full random effects structure. Second, it has slightly superior power. Third, it allows us to bring into the model
longitudinal effects and also to study more complex random effects structure with random slopes. Finally, mixed-effect regression makes it possible to include in the model
by-subject predictors such as age or education level along with by-item predictors such
as frequency and length.
Under what conditions, then, is random regression or mixed-effect regression with
subject as only random effect, appropriate? The answer is simple: When the predictors
are true TREATMENT factors that have no relation to the properties of the basic unit in
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7.3 Shrinkage in mixed-effect models
Linear mixed-effect models are also attractive compared to classical analysis of variance
and multiple regression because they provide SHRINKAGE estimates for the by-subject
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> shrinkage.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ frequency + (1|subject), data = shrinkage)
> shrinkage.lmer
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance Std.Dev.
subject (Intercept) 185.99 13.638
Residual
2444.57 49.443
number of obs: 200, groups: subject, 10

AF
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the experiment. Consider, for instance, an experiment measuring the velocity of a tennis
ball with as predictors the humidity of the air and wind force. When the same tennis
ball is tested under different treatments of humidity and wind force, there is no by-item
random effect. When the same experiment is repeated across laboratory, laboratory can be
included as random effect. But no random effect is necessary at the item level. However,
in linguistics and psycholinguistics, we hardly ever study just a single linguistic object.
A word’s frequency, for instance, is not a treatment that can be applied to it. Frequency
is an intrinsic property of individual words, and it is highly correlated to many other
lexical properties, as we have seen in preceding chapters. We have no guarantee that
all relevant item-specific properties are actually captured adequately by our item-specific
predictors. It is much more likely that there is still unexplained by-item variance. In these
circumstances, one must bring item as random effect into the model.

and by-item adjustments — the best linear unbiased predictors or BLUPs. To illustrate
shrinkage in mixed-effects models, it is useful to consider a simple simulated experiment
with 10 subjects and 20 words in which we have a dependent variable (RT) that is modeled as a straightforward linear function (with an intercept of 400 and a slope of 5) of a
numerical predictor (frequency). The frequencies of the 20 items were simulated by
sampling 20 random numbers from a normal distribution with a mean of 20 and a standard deviation of 4. This data set, available as shrinkage, was created with two random
effects: random intercepts for subject, and the residual error. For simplicity, there are no
random intercepts for item. The standard deviation for the subject random effect for the
intercept was 20, and the standard deviation of the residual error was 50. We load these
data, and run lmer() to see how it reconstructs the parameters that we used to construct
the data set.

Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 393.0311
21.4566 18.318
frequency
1.0866
0.1936
5.613

The summary reports the estimates for our four parameters. The estimate for the intercept
is close, as is the estimate of the standard deviation of the residual error. The standard
deviation for subjects is somewhat too low, and the slope for frequency is likewise underestimated. This is the best we can do, given the level of noise in this data set.
Now consider a random regression on this data set.
> shrinkage.lmList = lmList(RT ˜ frequency | subject, data = shrinkage)
> coef(shrinkage.lmList)
(Intercept) frequency
S1
365.2841 1.2281146
S10
377.3522 1.1365690
S2
319.4524 1.7300404
S3
445.8967 0.6943159
S4
542.5428 -0.2364537
S5
325.6736 1.6250778
S6
478.6631 0.2033189
S7
471.4654 0.6686009
S8
367.1283 1.5067342
S9
236.8524 2.3100814
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Table 7.1: Type I error rate and power comparison for four regression models (lmer:
mixed-effects regression with crossed random effects for subject and item, lmerS: mixedeffects regression with random effect for subject only, lmList: random regression, item:
by-item regression) across 1000 simulation runs. The mcmc extension denotes p-values
based on 10000 Markov chain Monte Carlo samples.
βZ = 0
α = 0.05
α = 0.01
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
lmer
0.248 0.898 0.077 0.106 0.752 0.018
lmer-mcmc
0.219 0.879 0.067 0.069 0.674 0.013
lmerS
0.609 0.990 0.380 0.503 0.982 0.238
lmerS-mcmc 0.606 0.991 0.376 0.503 0.982 0.239
lmList
0.677 0.995 0.435 0.519 0.979 0.269
item
0.210 0.873 0.063 0.066 0.670 0.012
βZ = 4
α = 0.05
α = 0.01
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
lmer
0.219 0.897 0.626 0.089 0.780 0.415
lmer-mcmc
0.190 0.881 0.587 0.061 0.651 0.304
lmerS
0.597 0.989 0.925 0.488 0.978 0.867
lmerS-mcmc 0.594 0.989 0.924 0.485 0.978 0.869
lmList
0.650 0.992 0.931 0.487 0.979 0.868
item
0.183 0.875 0.574 0.055 0.642 0.295

A t-test on the slope for frequency yields a significant p-value, as expected given that
only subject S4 had a negative slope.
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Figure 7.7: The estimated intercepts for subjects (S1, S2, . . . , S10) in random regression
(left panel) and mixed-effect regression (right panel). The grey circles represent the actual
intercepts that were present in the simulation. The dark grey horizontal line denotes the
true mean of the intercept (400). The horizontal axes represent the rank of the intercept as
estimated in the random regression model.
However, mixed-effect models provide improved estimates of the by-subject differences compared to random regression. To see this, we first tabulate the estimated coefficients for the two models side by side.
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random regression

> coef(shrinkage.lmer)$subject
(Intercept) frequency
S1
385.4278
1.08664
S10
386.7957
1.08664
S2
390.1994
1.08664
S3
399.5851
1.08664
S4
397.7705
1.08664
S5
387.1721
1.08664
S6
387.6356
1.08664
S7
413.3528
1.08664
S8
404.5415
1.08664
S9
377.8304
1.08664

AF

As before, the mean slope, 1.08664, is indistinguishable from the slope estimated by
lmer().

> coef(shrinkage.lmList)
(Intercept) frequency
S1
365.2841 1.2281146
S10
377.3522 1.1365690
S2
319.4524 1.7300404
S3
445.8967 0.6943159
S4
542.5428 -0.2364537
S5
325.6736 1.6250778
S6
478.6631 0.2033189
S7
471.4654 0.6686009
S8
367.1283 1.5067342
S9
236.8524 2.3100814

There are two striking differences. First, the mixed-effect model does not vary the coefficient for frequency across subjects, as there is no random slope in the model. Second,
the random regression offers estimates for the intercept that have a much wider range
than those for the mixed-effect model. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 7.7. In
both panels, the circles represent the intercepts that were actually used to construct the
RTs in the simulated data set. The intercepts labeled S1, S2, . . . , S10 represent the estimated intercepts. The left panel shows the estimates for random regression, the right
panel shows the estimates for mixed-effect regression. It is immediately apparent that the
mixed-effect model does a much better job at getting accurate estimates that approach the
true by-subject differences in the intercept.
The reason that lmer() is so much more succesful is that lmer() considers a given
subject in the light of what it knows about the other subjects. Consider again the left panel
of Figure 7.7. The horizontal axis ranks the subjects from short to long RTs (intercepts).
Subject S9 is extremely fast, and subject S4 extremely slow. Such extremes are unlikely
to be observed for the same subjects in a second experiment with these same subjects. In
such a second experiment, they are much more likely to have less extreme intercepts. In
other words, the estimates for the intercepts are subject to a general phenomenon known
as REGRESSION TOWARDS THE MEAN: In replication studies with the same subjects, the
extremely slow subjects will be faster, and the extremely fast subjects will be slower responders. S HRINKAGE towards the mean across replication studies is an adverse result
of traditional modeling. The model provides too tight a fit to the data. In mixed-effects
regression, this shrinkage is anticipated and brought into the model. Informally, you can
think of this in terms of the model considering the behavior of any given subject in the
light of what it knows about the behavior of all the other subjects. In the present example,
for instance, the assumption of a common slope in the lmer model damps the variation
in the intercept. As a consequence, the BLUPs produced by lmer() are much closer to
the actual values. Because they have already been shrunk towards the mean in the model,
they no longer shrink towards the mean when you repeat the experiment. Hence, they
make more precise prediction possible.
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> t.test(coef(shrinkage.lmList)$frequency)
t = 4.4952, df = 9, p-value = 0.001499
mean of x
1.08664
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Chi-Square d.f. P
30.79
2
<.0001
258.06
2
<.0001
69.87
1
<.0001
93.35
1
<.0001
3.71
1
0.0542
54.42
1
<.0001
28.72
1
<.0001
79.03
1
<.0001
166.55
4
<.0001
49.91
1
<.0001
747.64
15
<.0001

DR

Factor
AccessOfTheme
AccessOfRec
LengthOfRecipient
AnimacyOfRec
AnimacyOfTheme
PronomOfTheme
DefinOfTheme
LengthOfTheme
SemanticClass
Modality
TOTAL

The animacy of the theme is the only potentially irrelevant predictor. However, the problem with this analysis is that we have repeated measures for many of the verbs.
> rev(sort(table(dative$Verb)))
give
pay
sell
send
1666
207
206
172
offer
teach
take
show
79
64
58
58
owe
do
loan
lend
31
31
21
20
feed
hand
mail
grant
17
15
14
13
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cost
169
bring
55
award
19
allow
13

tell
128
charge
43
write
17
deny
12

float
1
accord
1

flip
1

carry
1

bequeath
1

T
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> library(Design)
> dative.dd = datadist(dative)
> options(datadist = ’dative.dd’)
> dative.lrm = lrm(RealizationOfRecipient ˜
+ AccessOfTheme + AccessOfRec + LengthOfRecipient + AnimacyOfRec +
+ AnimacyOfTheme + PronomOfTheme + DefinOfTheme + LengthOfTheme+
+ SemanticClass + Modality,
+ data = dative)
> anova(dative.lrm)
Wald Statistics

funnel
1
afford
1

The structure of this data set differs from the data set of Dutch verbs that we analysed in
Chapter 4. The Dutch data set contained nearly 1100 verbs, but each verb occurred only
once. In the data of Bresnan and colleagues, some verbs occur only once, but others are
highly frequent, with give as the most frequent verb of all.
It is not unlikely that the data of just the single verb give dominate the effects observed
with lrm(). To alleviate this problem, we rerun the analysis with a mixed-effect logistic
regression with a random effect for Verb. It remains unfortunate that the numbers of
observations for the different verbs are so different. This is a problem that one often
encounters in corpus studies. We will therefore have to depend on the robustness of the
mixed-effect algorithms with respect to unequal numbers of observations.
For a generalized linear mixed-effect model, we again use lmer(), but now select the
binomial distribution and the logistic link function with family = "binomial".
>
>
+
+
+
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Thus far, we have considered mixed-effects models that extend ordinary least squares
models fitted with lm() or ols(). In this section we consider the mixed-effects parallel
to glm() and lrm(), the GENERALIZED LINEAR MIXED MODEL. We return for a final time
to the data of Bresnan et al. [2007] addressing the choice between the PP and NP realization
of the dative in English, available as the data set dative. In Chapter 5 we analysed this
data set by means of a CART tree. Here, we use logistic regression. We begin with an
analysis using the lrm() function from the Design package discussed in Chapter 6, and
consider a model with main effects only.

...
get
1
assess
1

library(lme4, keep.source=F)
dative.glmm = lmer(RealizationOfRecipient ˜ AccessOfTheme +
AccessOfRec + LengthOfRecipient + AnimacyOfRec + AnimacyOfTheme +
PronomOfTheme + DefinOfTheme + LengthOfTheme + SemanticClass +
Modality + (1|Verb), data = dative, family = "binomial")

I have used the extension glmm to mark the object as a Generalized Linear Mixed Model,
in order to distinguish it from ’normal’ mixed models, which I give the extension lmer.
> print(dative.glmm, corr = FALSE)
Random effects:
Groups Name
Variance Std.Dev.
Verb
(Intercept) 4.3982
2.0972
number of obs: 3263, groups: Verb, 75

DR

7.4 Generalized linear mixed models

Estimated scale (compare to

1 )

0.870155

Fixed effects:

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
1.29308
0.65005
1.989
0.0467
AccessOfThemegiven
1.50541
0.25504
5.903 3.58e-09
AccessOfThemenew
-0.41979
0.19067 -2.202
0.0277
AccessOfRecgiven
-2.46129
0.17761 -13.858 < 2e-16
AccessOfRecnew
0.12461
0.24423
0.510
0.6099
LengthOfRecipient
0.41485
0.04754
8.727 < 2e-16
AnimacyOfRecinanimate
2.24228
0.25864
8.669 < 2e-16
AnimacyOfThemeinanimate -0.86354
0.48283 -1.788
0.0737
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or with

> probs = binomial()$linkinv(fitted(dative.glmm))

and then apply somers2().

> somers2(probs, as.numeric(dative$RealizationOfRec)-1)
C
Dxy
n
Missing
0.9613449
0.9226899 3263.0000000
0.0000000

Both measures indicate the fit is excellent.
Another way of inspecting the goodness of fit is to divide the range of possible expected probabilities into ten equally sized bins (0 − 0.1, 0.1 − 0.2, . . . , 0.9 − 1.0), and to
compare for each bin the mean expected proportion of successes with the observed proportion of successes for the data points falling into that bin. plot.logistic.fit.fnc
carries out this comparison. It takes as arguments a model fit by either lrm() or lmer(),
and the corresponding data frame.
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Figure 7.8: Observed proportions of PP realizations and the corresponding mean predicted probabilities for dative.lrm (left) and dative.glmm (right).
>
>
>
>
>
>

par(mfrow=c(1,2))
plot.logistic.fit.fnc (dative.lrm, dative)
mtext("lrm", 3, 0.5)
plot.logistic.fit.fnc (dative.glmm, dative)
mtext("lmer", 3, 0.5)
par(mfrow=c(1,1))

DR

> probs = 1/(1+exp(-fitted(dative.glmm)))

0.0

> cor.test(coef(dative.lrm), fixef(dative.glmm))
t = 8.5114, df = 14, p-value = 6.609e-07
cor
0.9154485

The main difference concerns the p-values for the contrasts for semantic class. According
to lrm(), most contrasts are highly significant, but once we have taken by-verb variability into account, there is little left for semantic class to explain. Apparently, there is much
more variation among individual verbs than among semantic classes. In other words, semantic class was an indirect and imperfect means for accounting for by-verb variability.
Unlike lrm(), lmer() does not specify Somers’ Dxy or the C index of concordance,.
A function from the Hmisc package that calculates these measures for a vector of predicted probabilities and a vector of observed binary outcomes is somers2(). We transform the fitted log odds ratios into probabilities either by hand

R−squared: 0.97
lmer

AF

AF

The estimated scale parameter at the beginning of the summary is a measure for how
the actual variance in the data compares to the variance assumed by the binomial model.
Ideally, it is close to 1. In the present example, it is somewhat smaller than 1 (underdispersion), probably because of the very unequal numbers of verbs in the data. It is not so
low as to be a cause of serious concern.
The estimates of the coefficients are very similar to those estimated by lrm():

R−squared: 0.99
lrm

0.2

8.955 < 2e-16
-4.904 9.39e-07
-8.443 < 2e-16
1.105
0.2693
0.038
0.9697
-2.559
0.0105
1.486
0.1374
4.587 4.50e-06

observed proportions

0.24624
0.19024
0.02766
0.34929
0.57971
1.47575
0.20895
0.18536

T

PronomOfThemepronominal 2.20501
DefinOfThemeindefinite -0.93295
LengthOfTheme
-0.23354
SemanticClassc
0.38583
SemanticClassf
0.02204
SemanticClassp
-3.77588
SemanticClasst
0.31043
Modalitywritten
0.85021

As can be seen in Figure 7.8, the observed proportions and the corresponding mean expected probabilities are very similar for both models.
In our analyses thus far, we have ignored a potentially important source of variation,
the speakers whose utterances were sampled. For the subset of spoken English, identifiers
for the individual speakers are available. It turns out that the numbers of observations
contributed by a given speaker vary substantially:
> spoken = dative[dative$Modality != "written",]
> spoken$Speaker = spoken$Speaker[drop=TRUE]
> range(table(spoken$Speaker))
[1] 1 40
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corr=FALSE)

Variance
Std.Dev.
5.0000e-10 2.2361e-05
4.3753e+00 2.0917e+00

AF

> print(spoken.glmm,
Random effects:
Groups Name
Speaker (Intercept)
Verb
(Intercept)

The random effect for Speaker is superfluous. From this we conclude that speaker variation is unlikely to distort our conclusions. Another way in which we may ascertain that
our results are valid across speakers is to run a bootstrap validation in which we sample
speakers (and all their datapoints) with replacement.
speakers = levels(spoken$Speaker)
nruns = 100 # number of bootstrap runs
for (run in 1:nruns) {
# sample with replacement from the speakers
mysampleofspeakers = sample(speakers, replace = TRUE)
# select rows from data frame for the sampled speakers
mysample = spoken[is.element(spoken$Speaker, mysampleofspeakers),]
# fit a mixed effects model
mysample.lmer = lmer(RealizationOfRecipient ˜ SemanticClass +
AccessOfRec + AccessOfTheme + PronomOfRec + PronomOfTheme +
DefinOfRec + DefinOfTheme + AnimacyOfRec + LengthOfTheme +
LengthOfRecipient + (1|Verb), family="binomial", data=mysample)
# extract fixed effects from the model
fixedEffects = fixef(mysample.lmer)
# and save them for later inspection
if (run == 1) res = fixedEffects
else res = rbind(res, fixedEffects)
# this takes time, so output dots to indicate progress
cat(".")
}
cat("\n") # add newline to console
# assign sensible rownames
rownames(res) = 1:nruns
# and convert into data frame
res = data.frame(res)

DR
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+
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The model comes with a warning, however, that the estimated variance for factor Speaker
is effectively zero. This is also evident from the table of random effects:

> res[1:4, c("AccessOfThemegiven", "AccessOfThemenew")]
AccessOfThemegiven AccessOfThemenew
1
1.928998
-0.2662725
2
1.894876
-0.4450632
3
1.891211
-0.6237502
4
1.347860
-0.3443248

With the help of the quantile() function we obtain for a given column the corresponding 95% confidence interval as well as the median.

AF

spoken.glmm = lmer(RealizationOfRecipient ˜
AccessOfTheme + AccessOfRec + LengthOfRecipient + AnimacyOfRec +
AnimacyOfTheme + PronomOfTheme + DefinOfTheme + LengthOfTheme +
SemanticClass + (1|Verb) + (1|Speaker),
data = spoken, family = "binomial")

T

>
+
+
+
+

The res data frame contains, for each of the predictors, 100 bootstrap estimates of the
coefficients.

> quantile(res$AccessOfThemegiven, c(0.025, 0.5, 0.975))
2.5%
50%
97.5%
1.248588 1.682959 2.346539

We apply the quantile function to all columns simultaneously, and transpose the resulting
table for expository convenience.
> t(apply(res, 2, quantile, c(0.025, 0.5, 0.975)))
2.5%
50%
97.5%
X.Intercept.
-0.75399640 0.07348911 1.07283054
SemanticClassc
-0.68274579 0.16244792 0.80071553
SemanticClassf
-1.51546566 0.12709561 1.62158050
SemanticClassp
-216.54050927 -4.40976146 -3.65166274
SemanticClasst
-0.03004542 0.32834900 0.89482430
AccessOfRecgiven
-1.98532032 -1.41952502 -0.83553953
AccessOfRecnew
-1.40423078 -0.64366428 -0.04868748
AccessOfThemegiven
1.14068980 1.73408922 2.07713229
AccessOfThemenew
-0.65928103 -0.28711212 0.14225554
PronomOfRecpronominal
-2.35856122 -1.76332487 -1.17819294
PronomOfThemepronominal
2.14508430 2.45161684 2.80406841
DefinOfRecindefinite
0.24902836 0.58052840 1.14548685
DefinOfThemeindefinite
-1.65686315 -1.14979881 -0.72662940
AnimacyOfRecinanimate
1.86492658 2.53141426 3.13096327
LengthOfTheme
-0.31025375 -0.19152255 -0.12557149
LengthOfRecipient
0.29265114 0.43854148 0.65946138

DR

In principle, we can include a random effect for Speaker in our model, accepting that
subjects with few observations contribute almost no information.

Confidence intervals that do not include zero, i.e., rows with only positive or only negative values, characterize coefficients that are significantly different from zero at the 5% significance level. For instance, since the 95% confidence interval for AccessOfThemegiven
does not include zero, in contrast to the 95% confidence interval for AccessOfThemenew,
only the former coefficient is significant.
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This section discusses four case studies that illustrate some of the new possibilities offered
by mixed-effects models for coming to grips with the structure of your data.

> primingHeid2 = primingHeid[primingHeid$RT < 7.1,]
> nrow(primingHeid)-nrow(primingHeid2)
[1] 45
> 45/nrow(primingHeid)
[1] 0.05408654

T

7.5 Case studies

De Vaan et al. [2007] report a priming study using visual lexical decision that addressed
the question of whether new complex words that subjects have not seen before are processed differently when encountered for the first time or for the second time. The data
set primingHeid concerns forty newly created neologisms with the Dutch suffix -heid,
e.g., lobbigheid, ’fluffiness’, which we presented to 26 subjects in two conditions. In the
first condition, subjects first responded to the base (lobbig) and 40 trials later encountered
its derivative (lobbigheid). In the alternative condition, they were exposed to the complex
word (lobbigheid), and 40 trials later this same word was repeated. A given subject was
exposed to a word in either the base-priming condition or in the derivative-priming condition. Our expectation was that subjects who had seen the complex word before would
respond more quickly at the second exposure compared to subjects who had only seen
the stem before, due to a nascent frequency effect.

> primingHeid2.lmer0 = lmer(RT˜Condition+
+ (1|Subject)+(1|Word), data = primingHeid2)
> primingHeid2.lmer0
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
6.580379
0.035929 183.15
Conditionheid 0.009115
0.012695
0.72

DR

Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
6.60297
0.04215 156.66
Conditionheid 0.03127
0.01467
2.13

The p-value suggests there is indeed an effect of condition, surprisingly an effect that is
inhibitory instead of facilitatory. Inspection of the residuals reveals that the model fails to
fit the longer reaction times, as shown in the upper panels of Figure 7.9.
>
+
>
>

qqnorm(residuals(primingHeid.lmer0),
main = "residuals primingHeid.lmer0")
qqline(residuals(primingHeid.lmer0))
plot(sort(primingHeid$RT), main = "primingHeid.lmer0")

We remove the outliers with the greatest reaction times
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The effect of Condition is no longer significant. Thus it would seem that the effect of
priming condition is carried only by 45 atypical data points, a mere 5% of the full data set.
It is at this point that we can profit from the full power of mixed-effect modeling.
The central concept of priming is that prior processing affects later processing of related
words. By only looking at the effect of condition by itself, we are in fact ignoring two
important sources of variation. First, a subject may have decided that the base or the neologism was a non-word 40 trials back. If so, that prior rejection must have been revised,
as the data that we are analysing only contains the yes-responses. Such a revision may
introduce variance, variance that we have left unaccounted for thus far. Furthermore, the
latency elicited for the prime may help predict the latency for the target word. Again, this
is a source of variation that we can bring into the model. Finally, it is conceivable that
the latency for the prime is not a good predictor for the latency to the target in case the
prime was rejected as a word, as a process of revision of opinion is then superimposed
— only targets eliciting a yes response are considered here. We therefore include as new
predictors the reaction time for the prime (RTtoPrime), whether the prime was accepted
or rejected as a word (ResponseToPrime), and the interaction of these two predictors.
This leads to the following model:

DR

> primingHeid.lmer0 = lmer(RT ˜ Condition +
+ (1|Subject) + (1|Word), data = primingHeid)
> print(primingHeid.lmer0, corr = FALSE)
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance Std.Dev.
Word
(Intercept) 0.0034119 0.058412
Subject (Intercept) 0.0408438 0.202098
Residual
0.0440838 0.209962
number of obs: 832, groups: Word, 40; Subject, 26

AF

and refit the model:

AF

7.5.1 Primed lexical decision latencies for Dutch neologisms

> primingHeid2.lmer1 = lmer(RT ˜ RTtoPrime*ResponseToPrime+Condition+
+ (1|Subject) + (1|Word), data = primingHeid2)
> pvals.fnc(primingHeid2.lmer1, nsim=10000)$fixed
Estimate MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
5.27072 5.33992
4.93105
5.78696 0.0001
0.0000
RTtoPrime
0.19871 0.18840
0.12483
0.25336 0.0001
0.0000
Respincrrct
1.63316 1.50885
0.75650
2.23385 0.0001
0.0000
Conditionheid -0.03876 -0.03845
-0.06644
-0.01127 0.0060
0.0055
RTtoPrime:
Respincorrct -0.22877 -0.21081
-0.32099
-0.10025 0.0001
0.0000

We see that the two new predictors are relevant. The RT for the prime is a predictor for
the RT to the target. However, the interaction indicates that this positive correlation holds
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> selfPacedReadingHeid=selfPacedReadingHeid[selfPacedReadingHeid$RT>5 &
+ selfPacedReadingHeid$RT < 7.2,]

1
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3

Theoretical Quantiles

Figure 7.9: Residuals for the initial model for priming condition (upper left), the ordered
reaction times, and the residuals for the model with 45 extremely long and atypical reaction times removed.
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7.5.2 Self-paced reading latencies for Dutch neologisms
[De Vaan et al., 2007] also used the experimental design described in the previous section with another task, self-paced reading. Instead of embedding primes and targets in
a list of isolated words, they embedded them in short texts. The question is whether
neologisms will similarly benefit from prior exposure when there is meaningful context
to guide interpretation. We remove a few extremely low-valued outliers and a few highvalued outliers, 13 data points in all.

−0.4

−0.4

DR

0.0

Sample Quantiles

Index

0.4

Theoretical Quantiles
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1

It is left to the reader as an exercise to verify that none of the other predictors in the
data frame (family size, length in letters, number of synsets, or trial) are sufficient by
themselves to pull the effect of condition out of the noise. To do so, it is crucial to have
access to the specific response latencies of subjects to the specific primes they encountered
earlier in the experiment. There is no way in which this can be accomplished with the
traditional by-subject and by-item analyses.
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> qqnorm(residuals(primingHeid2.lmer1),
+ main="residuals primingHeid2.lmer1")
> qqline(residuals(primingHeid2.lmer1))
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sort(primingHeid$RT)
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Sample Quantiles

residuals primingHeid.lmer0

only when the prime was accepted as a word. When it was rejected, we have to adjust the
coefficient for the RT to the prime down to roughly zero. As expected, revision of opinion
masks the correlation with earlier processing. Crucially, we now see a solidly significant
effect of Condition, indicating that indeed a neologism is responded to more quickly
upon the second exposure. This may indicate that memory traces for complex words
begin to develop already after the very first time they have been encountered. A check of
the residuals of this model (as depicted in the lower right panel of Figure 7.9) shows that
there is still room for improvement, but there is no serious worry about atypical outliers
driving the effects.

A simple model with Condition as only predictor does not support an effect for this
predictor.
> selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ Condition +
+ (1|Subject) + (1|Word), data = selfPacedReadingHeid)
> selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
5.95569
0.05023 118.57
Conditionheidheid 0.01157
0.02139
0.54

Adding the reading latency for the prime as covariate does help.
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> round(cor(selfPacedReadingHeid[,c(3, 12:15)]),3)
RT RT4WordsBack RT3WordsBack RT2WordsBack RT1WordBack
RT
1.000
0.453
0.490
0.408
0.453
RT4WordsBack 0.453
1.000
0.484
0.387
0.391
RT3WordsBack 0.490
0.484
1.000
0.405
0.397
RT2WordsBack 0.408
0.387
0.405
1.000
0.453
RT1WordBack 0.453
0.391
0.397
0.453
1.000

There is considerable correlational structure here. Including four correlated variables as
separate predictors makes no sense, as it would give rise to very high collinearity. A solution is to orthogonalize the latencies for the preceding words using principal components
analysis, and to add the first three (orthogonal) principal components as predictors to the
model:

DR

> x = selfPacedReadingHeid[,12:15]
> x.pr = prcomp(x, center = T, scale = T)
> selfPacedReadingHeid$PC1 = x.pr$x[,1]
> selfPacedReadingHeid$PC2 = x.pr$x[,2]
> selfPacedReadingHeid$PC3 = x.pr$x[,3]
> selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ RTtoPrime + PC1 + PC2 + PC3 +
+ Condition + (1|Subject) + (1|Word), data = selfPacedReadingHeid)
> selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
5.250310
0.139242
37.71
RTtoPrime
0.119199
0.023283
5.12
PC1
0.150975
0.008757
17.24
PC2
-0.010937
0.012907
-0.85
PC3
0.020720
0.013742
1.51
Conditionheidheid -0.003850
0.020160
-0.19
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> selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ (RTtoPrime + Condition)*PC1 +
+ (1|Subject) + (1|Word), data = selfPacedReadingHeid)
> pvals.fnc(selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer, nsim=10000)$fixed
Estimate HPD95lower HPD95upper pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
5.244705
4.95947
5.523279 0.0001
0.0000
RTtoPrime
0.119359
0.07438
0.169190 0.0001
0.0000
Conditionheidheid
-0.005128
-0.04612
0.034474 0.7878
0.7991
PC1
0.080316
-0.05934
0.225098 0.2654
0.2729
RTtoPrime:PC1
0.013893
-0.01027
0.037403 0.2504
0.2549
Conditionheidheid:PC1 -0.028234
-0.05575 -0.001841 0.0390
0.0367
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What we need to do at this point is examine whether we can control for differences in how
the words immediately preceding the target word were read. The preceding discourse
context may lead up to the target to a greater or lesser extent. It may be necessary to bring
this source of variance under control in order for the effect of Condition to become
visible. We therefore inspect the correlations of the reading latency for the target word
with the latencies to the four words preceding the target word.

Only the first principal component (which captures 55.4% of the variance of the four preceding reading latencies) is required in the model. We remove the other principal components, and test for interactions with PC1.

Since PC1 is positively correlated with the latencies to the preceding words,
> cor(selfPacedReadingHeid[,c(19,12:15)])[,"PC1"]
PC1 RT4WordsBack RT3WordsBack RT2WordsBack RT1WordBack
1.0000000
0.7536694
0.7636564
0.7446181
0.7432292

we may interpret PC1 as a measure of the difficulty of the immediately preceding discourse. The more difficult the preceding discourse is, the longer the reading latencies for
the target, as witnessed by the positive sign of the coefficient of PC1. The interaction with
Condition shows that if the neologism had been read 40 words earlier in the discourse,
the inhibitory effect of PC1 is attenuated compared to when the base had been read previously. Inspection of the residuals shows that there still is some lack of goodness of fit
for the longest latencies. The effect of Condition remains stable after removal of outliers with high standardized residuals, however, so it is not driven by a few atypical data
points.
>
+
+
>
+
+
+
>

selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ RTtoPrime +
PC1 * Condition + (1|Subject) + (1|Word),
data = selfPacedReadingHeid)
selfPacedReadingHeid.lmerA = lmer(RT ˜ RTtoPrime +
PC1 * Condition + (1|Subject) + (1|Word), data =
selfPacedReadingHeid[abs(scale(residuals(selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer)))
< 2.5, ])
pvals.fnc(selfPacedReadingHeid.lmerA,nsim=10000)$fixed
Estimate HPD95lower HPD95upper pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
5.32173
5.07890
5.559462 0.0001
0.0000
RTtoPrime
0.10532
0.06571
0.145635 0.0001
0.0000
PC1
0.15057
0.13161
0.169758 0.0001
0.0000
Conditionheidheid
-0.01810
-0.05148
0.015194 0.2848
0.2836
PC1:Conditionheidheid -0.02673
-0.04882 -0.005017 0.0184
0.0175
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> selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ RTtoPrime + Condition +
+ (1|Subject) + (1|Word), data = selfPacedReadingHeid)
> selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
4.91831
0.15260
32.23
RTtoPrime
0.17574
0.02485
7.07
Conditionheidheid -0.01648
0.02148
-0.77

To conclude, this example shows how an effect that is masked initially by a strong effect
of context can nevertheless be detected, but only by taking into account the correlational
314

> colnames(beginningReaders)
[1] "Word"
"Subject"
[4] "Trial"
"OrthLength"
[7] "LogFamilySize" "ReadingScore"
[10] "PC1"
"PC2"
[13] "PC4"

"LogRT"
"LogFrequency"
"ProportionOfErrors"
"PC3"

includes two random effect variables, Subject and Word, and as the dependent variable
the log-transformed reaction time (LogRT). Predictors are Trial (the rank of a trial in the
experimental list), length in letters (OrthLength), log frequency in a word frequency list
based on reading materials for children (LogFrequency), log morphological family size
with counts of words not known to young children removed (LogFamilySize), by-word
error proportions (ProportionOfErrors), a score for reading proficiency (Reading
Score), and four principal components orthogonalizing the reaction times to the preceding four trials. We centralize OrthLength and LogFrequency because, as we shall see
shortly, by-subject random slopes are required for these predictors and we want to avoid
running into spurious correlation parameters for our random effects.
beginningReaders$OrthLength = scale(beginningReaders$OrthLength,
scale=FALSE)
beginningReaders$LogFrequency = scale(beginningReaders$LogFrequency,
scale=FALSE)

DR

>
+
>
+

A first mixed effect model for this data set is
>
+
+
>

beginningReaders.lmer = lmer(LogRT ˜ PC1+PC2+PC3 + ReadingScore +
OrthLength + I(OrthLengthˆ2) + LogFrequency + LogFamilySize +
(1|Word) + (1 |Subject), data = beginningReaders)
pvals.fnc(beginningReaders.lmer, nsim = 1000)$fixed
Estimate MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
7.545557 7.547105
7.476803
7.617784 0.001
0.0000
PC1
0.135777 0.135792
0.129275
0.142626 0.001
0.0000
PC2
0.056464 0.056584
0.047318
0.068183 0.001
0.0000
PC3
-0.027804 -0.027779 -0.039130 -0.017392 0.001
0.0000
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-0.004141
0.045346
-0.004107
-0.043798
-0.014721

-0.005425
0.036436
-0.007593
-0.057531
-0.031604

-0.002939
0.053244
-0.001189
-0.031607
0.002729

0.001
0.001
0.020
0.001
0.090
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Perdijk et al. [2006] studied the reading skills of eight-year old Dutch children using visual
lexical decision. Key questions addressed by this experiment are whether the morphological family size measure is predictive for beginning readers, and whether systematic
differences between beginning readers can be traced to lexical predictors such as a word’s
frequency and orthographic length. Perdijk’s data, with the latencies of 59 children to 184
words, are available as the data set beginningReaders. The list of column names

-0.004119
0.045510
-0.004114
-0.043652
-0.014483

0.0000
0.0000
0.0165
0.0000
0.0908

We note that there is an effect of family size, facilitatory as expected given previous work,
and significant at the 5% level when evaluated with one-tailed tests.
Of special interest in this data set is the random effects structure. In our initial model,
we included only random intercepts, one for Word and one for Subject. However, in
general, predictors tied to subjects (age, sex, handedness, education level, etc.) may require by-item random slopes, and predictors related to items (frequency, length, number
of neighbors, etc.) may require by-subject random slopes. For the present example, it
turns out we need by-subject random slopes for word length. These random slopes allow
us to bring into the model that children cope in rather different ways with reading long
words.
>
+
+
>

AF

7.5.3 Visual lexical decision latencies of Dutch eight-year olds

ReadingScore
OrthLength
I(OrthLenˆ2)
LogFrequency
LogFamilySize

beginningReaders.lmer1 = lmer(LogRT ˜ PC1+PC2+PC3 + ReadingScore +
OrthLength + I(OrthLengthˆ2) + LogFrequency + LogFamilySize +
(1|Word) + (1|Subject)+(0+OrthLength|Subject), beginningReaders)
anova(beginningReaders.lmer1, beginningReaders.lmer)
Df
AIC
BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
begReaders.lmer 11 6019.1 6095.9 -2998.6
begReaders.lmer1 12 5976.8 6060.5 -2976.4 44.383
1 2.701e-11
> beginningReaders.lmer2 = lmer(LogRT ˜ PC1+PC2+PC3 + ReadingScore +
+ OrthLength + I(OrthLengthˆ2) + LogFrequency + LogFamilySize +
+ (1|Word) + (1|Subject)+(1+OrthLength|Subject), beginningReaders)
> anova(beginningReaders.lmer1, beginningReaders.lmer2)
Df
AIC
BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
begReaders.lmer1 12 5976.8 6060.5 -2976.4
begReaders.lmer2 14 5980.1 6077.8 -2976.0 0.6781
2
0.7125

A similar series of steps shows we also need random slopes for LogFrequency and that
again the correlation parameter can be dispensed with.
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structure with the reading times of the words in the immediately preceding discourse.
There is no way of doing so with traditional analyses requiring prior averaging over subjects and items.

>
+
+
+
>

beginningReaders.lmer3 = lmer(LogRT ˜ PC1+PC2+PC3 + ReadingScore +
OrthLength + I(OrthLengthˆ2) + LogFrequency + LogFamilySize +
(1|Word) + (1|Subject)+(0+OrthLength|Subject) +
(1+LogFrequency|Subject), data = beginningReaders)
anova(beginningReaders.lmer1, beginningReaders.lmer3)
Df
AIC
BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
begReaders.lmer1 12 5976.8 6060.5 -2976.4
begReaders.lmer3 15 5962.1 6066.8 -2966.1 20.647
3 0.0001246
> beginningReaders.lmer4 = lmer(LogRT ˜ PC1+PC2+PC3 + ReadingScore +
+ OrthLength + I(OrthLengthˆ2) + LogFrequency + LogFamilySize +
+ (1|Word) + (1|Subject)+(0+OrthLength|Subject) +
+ (0+LogFrequency|Subject), data = beginningReaders)
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7.8

After removal of outliers and refitting, we make sure that the random effects parameters
have sensible values and have properly constrained confidence intervals.

> x = pvals.fnc(beginningReaders.lmer4a, nsim = 10000, withMCMC=TRUE)
> x$fixed
Estimate MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
7.584160 7.584132
7.505149
7.659856 0.0001
0.0000
PC1
0.127112 0.127097
0.120748
0.133404 0.0001
0.0000
PC2
0.050347 0.050476
0.040787
0.059970 0.0001
0.0000
PC3
-0.024551 -0.024680 -0.034846 -0.014469 0.0001
0.0000
ReadingScore -0.004687 -0.004687 -0.006160 -0.003246 0.0001
0.0000
OrthLength
0.048587 0.048587
0.036764
0.060110 0.0001
0.0000
I(OrthLenhˆ2) -0.004540 -0.004530 -0.007847 -0.001198 0.0084
0.0076
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Without linear mixed-effects models, it would be a formidable task to trace differential
effects for frequency and word length such as observed for the children in this reading
experiment in a principled way. Estimates of by-subject differences, which in actual tests
evaluating reading skills in schools may be quite important, would be suboptimal without shrinkage (see Figure 7.10).
Finally, we examine the table of coefficients. The morphological family size effect
(LogFamilySize) is now significant at the 5% level (one-tailed tests) according to both
the MCMC p-value and the p-value based on the t statistic.

7.6

(Intercept)

beginningReaders.lmer4a = lmer(LogRT ˜ PC1+PC2+PC3 + ReadingScore +
OrthLength + I(OrthLengthˆ2) + LogFrequency + LogFamilySize +
(1|Word) + (1|Subject)+(0+OrthLength|Subject) +
(0+LogFrequency|Subject), data = beginningReaders,
subset=abs(scale(resid(beginningReaders.lmer4)))<2.5)
x = pvals.fnc(beginningReaders.lmer4a, nsim=10000)
x$random
MCMCmean HPD95lower HPD95upper
sigma
0.30937
0.30436
0.31441
Word.(In)
0.06650
0.05690
0.07781
Sbjc.(In)
0.11441
0.09364
0.13845
Sbjc.OrtL
0.03182
0.02443
0.04168
Sbjc.LgFr
0.03191
0.02258
0.04416
deviance 4327.23205 4315.36462 4340.66993
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Mixed model
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> anova(beginningReaders.lmer4, beginningReaders.lmer3)
Df
AIC
BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
begReaders.lmer4 13 5961.1 6051.8 -2967.6
begReaders.lmer3 15 5962.1 6066.8 -2966.1 2.9944
2
0.2238
> anova(beginningReaders.lmer4, beginningReaders.lmer1)
Df
AIC
BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
begReaders.lmer1 12 5976.8 6060.5 -2976.4
begReaders.lmer4 13 5961.1 6051.8 -2967.6 17.652
1 2.652e-05

Figure 7.10: Shrinkage for the by-subject coefficients for frequency and intercept:
lmList() (circles, within-group estimates) versus lmer() (+ symbols). Solid grey lines
denote the population means.
LogFrequency
LogFamSize

-0.046391 -0.046363
-0.015548 -0.015412

-0.061484
-0.031732

-0.030940 0.0001
0.001559 0.0756

0.0000
0.0669

It is often useful to plot the fixed effects, but as yet there is no general plot method for
lmer objects. As a consequence, we have to make the plots ourselves. As a first step, we
extract the coefficients with fixef().
> coefs = fixef(beginningReaders.lmer4a)
> coefs
(Intercept)
PC1
PC2
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> adjustments = c(coefs["PC1"] * median(PC1),
+
coefs["PC2"] * median(PC2),
+
coefs["PC3"] * median(PC3),
+
coefs["ReadingScore"] * median(ReadingScore),
+
coefs["OrthLength"] * median(OrthLength) +
+
coefs["I(OrthLengthˆ2)"] * median(OrthLength)ˆ2,
+
coefs["LogFrequency"] * median(LogFrequency),
+
coefs["LogFamilySize"] * median(LogFamilySize))
> adjustments
PC1
PC2
PC3 ReadingScore
2.653726e-02 -4.719135e-04 3.194531e-05 -2.192327e-01
OrthLength LogFrequency LogFamilySize
1.101314e-02 3.487795e-03 -2.105395e-02

4

7.5

8.0

−6 −4 −2

> plot(freq, coefs["(Intercept)"] + coefs["LogFrequency"] * freq)

This is sufficient to visualize the shape of the frequency effect, but if we would stop here
the intercept of the regression line would be positioned for words with zero as the value
for all other predictors. This is undesirable, as there are no words with zero length, for
instance. To obtain an intercept that is appropriate for the most typical values of the other
predictors, we adjust the intercept for the effects of the other predictors at their medians.
We therefore define a vector with these adjustments.

2

Log Frequency

AF

Now consider plotting the partial effect for LogFrequency. We start with the intercept,
and add the product of the coefficient for frequency and the vector of frequencies freq.

7.5

seq(min(PC1), max(PC1), length = 40)
seq(min(PC2), max(PC2), length = 40)
seq(min(PC3), max(PC3), length = 40)
seq(min(ReadingScore), max(ReadingScore), length = 40)
seq(min(LogFrequency), max(LogFrequency), length = 40)
sort(unique(OrthLength))
seq(min(LogFamilySize), max(LogFamilySize), length = 40)

Log RT

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0

PC1

6.5
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freq
olength
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Next, we select the ranges for each of the predictors for which we want to graph the
partial effect on the reaction times, using the max() and min() functions, and feed these
extreme values to seq() with the specification that it should create a vector with 40
equally spaced points in the range specified, except for the discrete length variable.

Log Family Size

6.5

6.5

7.0

T

> attach(beginningReaders)

7.5

We also attach the data frame.: attaching a data frame makes the columns of the data
frame immediately available.

Length in Letters

7.5

8.0

-0.004687245

7.0

7.584160135
0.127111560 0.050346964 -0.024551161
OrthLength I(OrthLengthˆ2) LogFrequency LogFamilySize
0.048587098
-0.004540186 -0.046390578 -0.015547652

Figure 7.11: Partial effects of frequency, word length and family size for Dutch 8-year olds
in visual lexical decision. Length in letters and Log Frequency have been centralized.
The required adjustment to the intercept for the partial effect of frequency is the sum of all
these individual adjustments, with the exception of the adjustment for frequency itself,
the sixth element of the vector of adjustments.
> sum(adjustments[-6])
[1] -0.2031762

We combine all bits and pieces into a data frame
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> xyplot(y˜x|which, data=dfr, ylim=c(6.5,8.0), scales="free",
+ as.table = TRUE, xlab=" ", ylab="Log RT",
+ panel = function(x, y) panel.lines(x,y))

DR

The effects for frequency, word length, and reading score are large compared to the effect
of family size, but small compared to that of PC 1. Note that the non-linear effect for length
suggests a ceiling effect — beginning readers have difficulties with longer word lengths,
but by a length of 9, reaction times are just about as slow as they can be. We should keep
in mind that we imposed a functional form on the effect of length by using a quadratic
polynomial. Once predicted values can be obtained with lmer objects, however, more
flexible modeling tools such as restricted cubic splines should be considered instead.

7.5.4 Mixed-effect models in corpus linguistics

The final example of a mixed-effects model comes from corpus linguistics. Keune et al.
[2005] studied the frequency of use of words ending in the Dutch suffix -lijk (compare
-ly in English) in written Dutch in the Netherlands and in Flanders. The data, available as writtenVariationLijk, bring together counts in seven newspapers, four from
Flanders and three from the Netherlands, representing three global registers (Regional,
National, and Quality newspapers). From each of these newspapers, the first 1.5 million words available in the condiv corpus [Grondelaers et al., 2000] were selected. The
321

Register
Regional
Regional
National
Regional

T

> writtenVariationLijk[1:4,]
Corpus
Word Count
Country
1
belang aantrekkelijk
26
Flanders
2
gazet aantrekkelijk
17
Flanders
3 laatnieu aantrekkelijk
19
Flanders
4 limburg aantrekkelijk
33 Netherlands

There are two sets of questions that we want to address. First of all, are words in -lijk used
more often in the Netherlands, or more often in Flanders? Are there similar differences
in their use across written registers? These are questions that concern the presence or
absence of main effects of Country and Register, as well as their interaction. Second,
to what extent might main effects be modulated by differences that are specific to the
individual words in -lijk? Questions of this kind concern the random effects of Word.
We analyse the data with a generalized mixed-effects model, but we do not use the
BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION, which is appropriate for counts of successes and failures. Instead, we use the P OISSON DISTRIBUTION (with a log link function), which is appropriate
for counts of events in a fixed time window. Here, the fixed time window is 1.5 million
words. Note that a count of, e.g., 26 occurrences for aantrekkelijk in a subcorpus of 1.5
million words defines the rate at which this word appears in that subcorpus.
We begin with a simple model with only random intercepts,

AF

and produce Figure 7.11 with xyplot().

frequencies for the 80 most frequent words in -lijk are available in the column labeled
Count.

> writtenVariationLijk.lmer = lmer(Count ˜ Country*Register + (1|Word),
+ data = writtenVariationLijk, family = "poisson")

and then fit a more complex model with random slopes for Country:
> writtenVariationLijk.lmer1 = lmer(Count ˜ Country * Register +
+ (1+Country|Word), data = writtenVariationLijk,
+ family = "poisson")
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dfr = data.frame(
x =
c(pc1, pc2, pc3, score, olength, freq, famsize),
y =
c(coefs["(Intercept)"] + coefs["PC1"] * pc1 + sum(adjustments[-1]),
coefs["(Intercept)"] + coefs["PC2"] * pc2 + sum(adjustments[-2]),
coefs["(Intercept)"] + coefs["PC3"] * pc3 + sum(adjustments[-3]),
coefs["(Intercept)"] + coefs["ReadingScore"] * score +
sum(adjustments[-4]),
coefs["(Intercept)"] + coefs["OrthLength"] * olength +
coefs["I(OrthLengthˆ2)"] * olengthˆ2 + sum(adjustments[-5]),
coefs["(Intercept)"] + coefs["LogFrequency"] * freq +
sum(adjustments[-6]),
coefs["(Intercept)"] + coefs["LogFamilySize"]*famsize +
sum(adjustments[-7])),
which =
# the grouping factor for xyplot()
c(rep("PC1", length(pc1)), rep("PC2", length(pc2)),
rep("PC3", length(pc3)), rep("Reading Score", length(score)),
rep("Length in Letters", length(olength)),
rep("Log Frequency", length(freq)), rep("Log Family Size",
length(famsize))))
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A likelihood ratio test shows that adding random slopes is fully justified, and the summary of the model provides reasonable estimates.

> anova(writtenVariationLijk.lmer, writtenVariationLijk.lmer1)
Df
AIC
BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)
writVarLijk.lmer
7 4505.6 4535.9 -2245.8
writVarLijk.lmer1 9 2856.5 2895.5 -1419.3 1653.1
2 < 2.2e-16
> print(writtenVariationLijk.lmer1, corr=FALSE)
Random effects:
Groups Name
Variance Std.Dev. Corr
Word
(Intercept)
0.87432 0.93505
CountryNetherlands 0.40269 0.63458 -0.356
number of obs: 560, groups: Word, 80
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An alternative for count data is to apply either a square root transformation or a log transformation. We select the square root transformation here, leaving the log transformation
as an exercise, and now fit a straightforward linear mixed-effect model.
> writtenVariationLijk.lmer1B = lmer(sqrt(Count) ˜ Country * Register +
+ (1+Country|Word), data = writtenVariationLijk)
> pvals.fnc(writtenVariationLijk.lmer1B)$fixed
Estimate HPD95lower HPD95upper pMCMC Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
6.5878
5.60904
7.5638 0.0001
0.0000
CountryNetherlands
1.2284
0.69321
1.7596 0.0001
0.0000
RegisterQuality
0.3026
-0.04734
0.6415 0.0872
0.0885
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0.0000
0.3652
0.0000

2.0
1.5
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> pvals.fnc(writtenVariationLijk.lmer1A)
Estimate Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
3.5683284
0.0000
CountryNetherlands
0.3867314
0.0000
RegisterQuality
0.1518658
0.0825
RegisterRegional
0.2493743
0.0010
CountryNetherlands:RegisterQuality -0.1162445
0.3469
CountryNetherlands:RegisterRegional -0.3455769
0.0029

1.0944 0.0001
0.2355 0.3506
-0.6503 0.0001

landelijk

kennelijk
tamelijk
feitelijk

gebruikelijk
daadwerkelijk
redelijk
nadrukkelijk
gezamenlijk
onduidelijk
heerlijk
aanzienlijk
vreselijk
begrijpelijk
onafhankelijk
vrolijk
voornamelijk
aantrekkelijk
namelijk
afhankelijk
inhoudelijk
verantwoordelijk
aanvankelijk
werkelijk
persoonlijk
waarschijnlijk
openlijk
respectievelijk
eigenlijk
opmerkelijk
dergelijk
onwaarschijnlijk
onvermijdelijk
letterlijk
maatschappelijk
tijdelijk
schriftelijk
natuurlijk
mogelijk
onbegrijpelijk
gemakkelijk
menselijk
eerlijk eindelijkuiteindelijk
noodzakelijk
wettelijk
wetenschappelijk
verschrikkelijk
ongelooflijk
pijnlijk
makkelijk
herhaaldelijk
gewoonlijk
gedeeltelijk
behoorlijk
verwonderlijk
voorwaardelijk
vriendelijk
duidelijk
dodelijk
belachelijk
onmogelijk moeilijk
gevaarlijk
degelijk
toegankelijk
geleidelijk
koninklijk
oorspronkelijk
vermoedelijk
hoofdzakelijk
uitdrukkelijk
onmiddellijk
uitzonderlijk
gemeentelijk
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We inspect the coefficients with pvals.fnc(). As Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling
is not yet implemented for generalized linear mixed models, p-values are based on the
t-statistic.

It is clear that the fit is good.

1.0

> writtenVariationLijk.lmer1A = lmer(Count ˜ Country * Register +
+ (1|Word) + (1+Country|Word), data = writtenVariationLijk,
+ family = quasi(link = "log", variance = muˆ2))

0.49056
-0.74825
-1.58444

> writtenVariationLijk$fitted = exp(fitted(writtenVariationLijk.lmer1))
> cor(writtenVariationLijk$fitted, writtenVariationLijk$Count)ˆ2
[1] 0.9709

0.5

AF

However, the choice of the Poisson distribution entails the assumption that the variance
of the errors increases with the mean. The ratio of the two should be 1. The estimated
actual ratio for our data, listed as Estimated scale is 1.9, so we are running the risk
of overdispersion. There are several ways in which this lack of goodness of fit can be
addressed. One option is to allow the variance of the errors to increase with the square
of the mean, instead of with the mean, retaining the log link function to constrain the
predicted counts to be non-negative.

0.7884
-0.2273
-1.1157

Since the two alternative models support the presence of the same main effects and their
interaction, we return to the original Poisson model. We add the fitted counts to the data,
and compare them with the observed counts for the adjective aantrekkelijk.

0.0

T

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept)
3.62081
0.10576
34.24 < 2e-16
CountryNetherlands
0.28381
0.07421
3.82 0.000131
RegisterQuality
-0.04582
0.01992
-2.30 0.021447
RegisterRegional
0.14419
0.01667
8.65 < 2e-16
CountryNeth:RegisterQuality
0.02022
0.02649
0.76 0.445275
CountryNeth:RegisterRegional -0.22597
0.02432
-9.29 < 2e-16

−0.5

Fixed effects:

RegisterRegional
CountryNeth:RegQuality
CountryNeth:RegRegional

−1.0

1.948123

plaatselijk
gerechtelijk
stedelijk
hopelijk

−1.5

1 )

ranefs$CountryNetherlands

Estimated scale (compare to

−3

−2

−1

0

1

2

3

ranefs$"(Intercept)"

Figure 7.12: The BLUPs for intercept and CountryNetherlands in the Poisson model fit
to counts of words with the Dutch suffix -lijk in seven Dutch and Flemish newspapers.
We can visualize how the coefficients of individual words compare to the population
means by plotting pairs of random effects. For instance, suppose we want to compare
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differences in the frequencies of the words as they are used in the Dutch and Flemish
national newspapers. Since the national newspapers represent the reference level, this
comparison can be carried out graphically by plotting the BLUPs for the intercept against
the BLUPs for CountryNetherlands, as shown in Figure 7.12. One can read off the
scatterplot that mogelijk (’possible’) and duidelijk (’clear’) are words that appear more often
in the Flemish newspaper (they are at the far right of the plot), whereas landelijk (’countryspecific’) and kennelijk (’apparently’) are more fashionable in the corresponding Dutch
newspaper (they are at the top of the graph).

2

> countries = ranef(writtenVariationLijk.lmer2)[[1]]
> head(countries,3)
(Intercept)
Flanders:aantrekkelijk -0.24646081
Flanders:aanvankelijk -0.01005619
Flanders:aanzienlijk
-0.25390726
> tail(countries, 3)
(Intercept)
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0
−1

gebruikelijktamelijk

landelijk

feitelijk

−1

0

1

2

nl$ranef

Figure 7.13: By-word adjustments for Flanders and The Netherlands according to a
mixed-effects Poisson model with equal variances for the random effects for Country.
Words with positive scores are used more often than the population average, words above
the diagonal are used preferentially in Flanders.
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and the BLUPs for Country now specify independent country-specific adjustments.

eindelijk namelijk
onmogelijk
gemakkelijk
aanvankelijk
verantwoordelijk
vermoedelijk
degelijk
makkelijk
persoonlijk
behoorlijk
noodzakelijk
gevaarlijk
tijdelijk
hopelijk
koninklijk eerlijk
letterlijk
gerechtelijk
afhankelijk
voornamelijk
werkelijk
opmerkelijk
stedelijk gemeentelijk
respectievelijk
wettelijk
gedeeltelijk
oorspronkelijk
toegankelijk
aanzienlijk
uitzonderlijk
wetenschappelijk
plaatselijk
dergelijk
maatschappelijk
geleidelijk
menselijk
verschrikkelijk
onafhankelijk
redelijk
voorwaardelijk
onvermijdelijk
gezamenlijk
vriendelijk
onduidelijk
dodelijk
ongelooflijk
hoofdzakelijk
pijnlijk openlijk
aantrekkelijk
uitdrukkelijk
herhaaldelijk
belachelijk
kennelijk
daadwerkelijk
heerlijk
schriftelijk
gewoonlijk
onbegrijpelijkvrolijk nadrukkelijk
vreselijk
verwonderlijk
onwaarschijnlijk
begrijpelijk
inhoudelijk
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vl$ranef

1

waarschijnlijk

> writtenVariationLijk.lmer2 = lmer(Count ˜ Country * Register +
+ (1|Word)+(1|Country:Word), writtenVariationLijk, family="poisson")
> writtenVariationLijk.lmer2
Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance Std.Dev.
Country:Word (Intercept) 0.20135 0.44872
Word
(Intercept) 0.66323 0.81439
number of obs: 560, groups: Country:Word, 160; Word, 80

> words = ranef(writtenVariationLijk.lmer2)[[2]]
> head(words, 3)
(Intercept)
aantrekkelijk -0.3008298
aanvankelijk
0.8413145
aanzienlijk
0.1609281

moeilijk
eigenlijk
uiteindelijk

onmiddellijk

When we are dealing with random slopes for a factor, a different parameterization is
available that assumes (i) that the adjustments for different levels are uncorrelated and
(ii) that the variances for the different factor levels are identical. This is often useful for
factors with more than two levels. We illustrate it here for the two-level factor Country.

The BLUPs for word now specify adjustments for the words with respect to their population average,

T

T

natuurlijk

ranefs = ranef(writtenVariationLijk.lmer1)$Word
plot(ranefs$"(Intercept)", ranefs$CountryNetherlands, type="n")
text(ranefs$"(Intercept)", ranefs$CountryNetherlands,
rownames(ranefs), cex = 0.8)

AF

>
>
>
+

mogelijk

duidelijk

Netherlands:werkelijk
0.13987759
Netherlands:wetenschappelijk -0.09695836
Netherlands:wettelijk
-0.07178403

We can combine these BLUPs to obtain by-word adjustments for Flanders and for the
Netherlands. When plotted (see Figure 7.13) they provide an intuitive overview of the
country-specific preferences.
>
>
>
>

countries$which = factor(substr(rownames(countries),1,4))
countries$words = rep(rownames(words),2)
countries$intWords = rep(words[,1], 2)
countries$ranef = countries$"(Intercept)" + countries$intWords
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1. Consider our final model for the visual lexical decision data lexdec3.lmerE, and
test whether subjects differ in their sensitivity to word length. Answering this exercise involves three steps. First, recreate lexdec3 and make sure that Trial and
also Length are centered. Then recreate lexdec3.lmerE with the centered version of word length as predictor. Second, add Length as a random slope for subject,
once without and once with a correlation parameter for the random intercepts and
random slopes for length. Third, use the anova() function to select the appropriate
model.
2. Above, we modeled the reaction times of young children to Dutch words with a
mixed-effects model with both Subject and Word as random effect.
beginningReaders.lmer4 = lmer(LogRT ˜ PC1 + PC2 + PC3 +
ReadingScore + OrthLength + I(OrthLengthˆ2) + LogFrequency +
LogFamilySize + (1|Word) + (1|Subject)+(0+LogFrequency|Subject) +
(0+OrthLength|Subject), data = beginningReaders)

DR

>
+
+
+

Show that the presence of the random effect for Word is justified by first fitting a
model with the same fixed effects but without Word as random effect, followed by
a likelihood ratio test comparing beginningReaders.lmer4 with this new, more
parsimonious model. Next, consider whether random slopes are required for PC1.
Do not include parameters for correlations with other random slopes.

3. Investigate whether the following predictors should be added to the model for the
self-paced reading latencies (reading.lmerA): subjective frequency rating (Rating),
word length (LengthInLetters) and the number of synsets (NumberOfSynsets).
The starting model of this exercise is obtained with the following lines of code.
> selfPacedReadingHeid =
+ selfPacedReadingHeid[selfPacedReadingHeid$RT > 5 &
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7.6 Exercises

selfPacedReadingHeid$RT < 7.2,]
x = selfPacedReadingHeid[,12:15]
x.pr = prcomp(x, center = T, scale = T)
selfPacedReadingHeid$PC1 = x.pr$x[,1]
selfPacedReadingHeid$PC2 = x.pr$x[,2]
selfPacedReadingHeid$PC3 = x.pr$x[,3]
selfPacedReadingHeid.lmer = lmer(RT ˜ RTtoPrime +
LengthInLetters + PC1 * Condition + (1|Subject) + (1|Word),
data = selfPacedReadingHeid)

4. Use the writtenVariationLijk data set to fit a mixed-effect model with the logarithm of Count as the dependent variable, with Country and Register and their
interaction as fixed effect predictors, and with random intercepts for Word and byword random slopes for Country. Consider the residuals, remove outliers, refit the
model, and inspect the residuals of the trimmed model.

AF

Mixed-effect models thus provide a useful tool side by side with principal components
analysis and correspondence analysis for the joint study of the textual frequencies of a
large number of words. They offer the advantage that the significance of main effects and
interactions can be ascertained directly, while offering insight into the specific properties
of the individual words through their BLUPs.

+
>
>
>
>
>
>
+
+

5. We return to the data on the use of word order and ergative case marking in Lajamanu Warlpiri for which the first exercise of Chapter 2 considered a mosaic plot.
Use a mixed-effects logistic regression model with Speaker and Text as random
effects, CaseMarking (ergative versus other) as dependent variable, and as predictors AnimacyOfSubject, AnimacyOfObject, WordOrder (whether the subject
is initial), and AgeGroup (child versus adult) to study how children and adults
use the ergative case. Begin with a simple main effects model with all predictors included. (The warning arises due to data sparseness.) Then remove the two
object-related predictors, and refit. Finally include an interaction of AgeGroup by
WordOrder. The data set is available as warlpiri.
6. In Chapter 4 (section 4.4.1) we fitted a model of covariance to size ratings obtained
by averaging over subjects. The question addressed here is whether the results of
this by-item analysis are supported by a mixed-effects model. The data are available as the data set sizeRatings. Fit a model with Subject and Word as crossed
random effects, with Rating as dependent variable, and with the MeanFamiliarity ratings for the words and Class as predictors. Also include two variables
that provide information on the subjects: Language, which specifies whether their
native language is English, and Naive, which specifies whether the subjects were
informed about the purpose of the experiment. Include interactions of Class by
Naive and of Language by the linear and quadratic terms of MeanFamiliarity.
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vl = countries[countries$which=="Flan",]
nl = countries[countries$which!="Flan",]
plot(nl$ranef, vl$ranef, type="n")
text(nl$ranef, vl$ranef, nl$words, cex=0.7)
abline(0, 1, col="grey")
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>
>
>
>
>
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